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FOREWORD 
This research was made by the RWA (Roads and Waterways 
Administrations), which carries out the overseas projects of the Finnish 
NatonaI Road Administration (FinnRA) and the Finnish Board of 
Navigation (FBN). The research was financed by FINNDA. The reason 
for the research was the need to clarify and improve the current 
information system of the Container Terminat Workshop in the Dar Es 
•Salaam Port, Tanzania. This study is also intended to benefit other 
: similar projects in developing countries. 
The work was originally written in Finnish and accepted by the Hetsinki 
University of Technology as a Masters Thesis in the end of may 1 991. 
The work was translated into english during the summer of 1991. The 
author has been emptoyed by the RWA since '1987 and has now 
cornpleted his studies in the Mechanical Engineering department 
majoring in Production Technology. 
The research subject was agreed upon in september 1 990 during the 
first fact finding mission and it was accepted by the University in 
november. The finat study was made in november 1 990 in Dar Es. 
Sataam. The research was prepared during the spring of 1 991. 
The research concentrated on defining the essential information needed 
by the workshop management. As part of the work a computer program 
was designed for gathering information and reporting. The main 
conctusions that can be drawn from the research are 
The current information system is in poor shape because it has been 
negiected in the overau devetopment of the port. 
The workshop will in future be very hard to manage without a 
systematic gathering and anatysis of maintenance inforrnation. The 
insufficient equipment foltow-up will cause a serious probtem in the 
future. 
The information system of both the port and the workshop can be 
developed step by step. First the smatler department and unit 
systems are developed. Then the need fordata exchange between 
the systems is defined and after which the separate information 
istands are combined into an overail system. 
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0 GOALS 
The goal of this work Is to improve the cost- and equipment service 
foiiow up. The idea is to develop the information system by 
defining the basic information requirements and in accordance to 
that create a simple system, which can easily be automated. The 
work will also be a study of the current situation in the container 
work shop, which can be used as a guide line when planning new 
development projects. 
This study was made specifically for the Finnish National Road 
Administration (FinnRA)/Overseas Projects Office, which admini-
strates several projects for the Finnish International Deveiopment 
Agency's (FINNIDA). The research for this study was done at the 
port of Dar Es Salaam in Tanzania. FinnRA has been administrating 
a development project in the port since 1986. The project is 
currently in the second phase which will continue until the end of 
1993. Additional background information for this research has been 
gathered from some Finnish ports. 
1 THE INFRASTRUCTURE OF THE PORT 
GENERAL: 
The ports join together water- and land transportation systems. 
They are huge investments and their operations are usually totally 
or partially run by the government. This is true especially in develo-
ping countries. Ports are important as nodes and starting points for 
the transportation routes. They play also an important role as 
generators for work and foreign currency. The importance of ports 
is higher in the poor countries, where ports are the main sources of 
foreign currency whiie exporting goods abroad. At the same time 
they receive imports of machinery and raw materials which are 
needed in production. 
Ports are categorized according to their cargo handling equipment. 
A port can specialize in bulk-, oli- or container cargo. The handling 
strategy depends on the region where the port is situated. ln 
regions where competition exists, it's better for the ports to 
specialize, whereas in regions where littIe or no competition exists 
and where there are only a few alternative transporting routes, a 
port should be able to offer multiple services. 
DAR ES SALAAM: 
The port of Dar Es Salaam (Picture 1) is the most important portin 
Tanzania and it is also part of SADCC-group, which is trying 10 
reduce the dependence of the sovereign southern African countries 
on the Republic of South Africa. Therefor actions have been taken 
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to develop alternative transportation routes for the countries that 
belong to the SADCC-group. 
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A great part of the Zambian cargo traffic and also part of the 
Malawi and Zaire cargo traffic goes through Dar Es Salaam. Other 
ports on the east African coast are Mombasa (Kenya), in the north 
and Nacala and Beira (Mozambique), in the south. There are howe-
ver some problems with these ports. In Mombasa, union problems 
cause sporadic strikes whereas the traffic trough Mozambique 
suffers because of the guerilla activity which prohibits cargo 
transports across the Country. 
The condition of the railways and roads in the southern African 
countries is however poor. Therefor even close situated ports 
aren't real alternatives. Inland countries have usually only one main 
transportation route, which is maintained in order to keep it at Ieast 
in satisfactory condition. This is the reason why the main ports on 
the east AfriCan coast don't Compete over the same customers, 
The best, however usually the most expensive, transportation 
routes go through the Republic of South Africa. According to the 
1988 statistics the traffic through the ports were as foT!ows /7!, 
Thr' fr; rp f'r 	r'rh 	 ,prc nrt vj?ih1 
Traffic 1988 __________ __________ 
DSM Nacala Beira Maputo 
Dry cargo ____________ ________ _________ _________ 
xl000tons 2090 472 1400 2159 
TEU 56000 3600 15279 7681 
containers 
xl000 tons 796 51 217 109 
%oftraffic 38 11 15,5 5 
Of these ports the cargo tons through Dar Es Salaam (DSM) in 
were 1988 the greatest. The difference between the ports is even 
greater when Comparing the container figures. Maputo 
(Mozambique) has proportionally the Iowest container traffic. A 
TEU is a twenty foot container equivalent, which enabies the use 
of one unit for different sized Containers. A 40 foot container is 
therefor 2 TEUs. The container tons in the table are an 
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approximation of the medium container weight (70 % of the total 
weight of a fully loaded container) multiplied with traffic. The 
figure showing the container tons is a very rough one, stili, it 
clearly shows that the container traffic in the other ports compared 
to Dar Es Salaam were very small. 
The activities in the Tanzanian ports are administrated by THA 
(Tanzanian Harbours Authority), which is responsible for the ports 
of Dar Es Salaam, Mtwara, Tanga and some other smaller ports. 
The THA was founded in 1977, before which the ports were 
administrated by the East African Harbour Company. The responsi-
bilities of the THA consists of the construction, development and 
administration of the ports./7/ 
The port of Dar Es Salaam is divided into a oil jetty, general cargo 
harbour (berths 1-8) and a container terminal (berths 9-11). The 
biggest maintenance units are the central workshop and the con-
tainer terminal workshop. The central workshop is lacking both 
tools and skilled maintenance personnel. The development project 
in the central workshop is only starting. This work will concentrate 
on the container terminal workshop, where the maintenance of 
equipment is aiready going on. The workshop is in a phase, where 
a natural step of is to develop a follow up system of the main-
tenance work. The container terminal is clearly an independent part 
of the port both in regional and in financial sense, although a 
smaller part of the container traffic goes through the general cargo 
berths. 
1.1 	The Activities in a Container Terminal 
GENERAL: 
The objective of the container terminal is to offer quality port 
services in a competitive price. The task should be accomplished 
and the port should make large enough profit to cover the invest-
ment in the modernization of old machinery and to generate the 
planned surpius. 
The container terminal has to offer effective container handling 
services, both for inbound and outbound traffic, to be able to 
interest its customers. The aim is to speed up the ship return time 
and to minimize the cost of waiting period. The overali cost of a 
ship used by the shipping companies is divided fairly evenly be-
tween capital and cargo costs and traffic and daily costs. 
(Picture 2). 
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The division into daily and traffic costs depends upon the type and 
size of the ship. The daily costs are indifferent to whether the ship 
is at berth or sailing. The crew cost is usually quite significant, 
especially for the ships of countries with a lot of social salary add 
ones. The ships sailing under convenience flags have usually 
approximately 10 % lower crew costs than for instance the ships 
belonging to the Finnish merchant fleet. /5/ 
Keeping the ship at berth is quite expensive for the shippers. The 
piain running costs for medium sized container vessel, excluding 
the harbour fees, are estimated to be 15 000 USD/day /7/. The 
handling efficiency is one af the most important sales arguments 
between competing ports on the same transportation route. 
FIXED VARIABLE 
PORT TARIFFS 
FUEL 
100% 
CREW 
63 ____________ 
SERV10E 
16 
PROVISION 11 
INSURANCE10 
—Handling 
—Storage 
2121 28 30 
Picture 2 Cost Structure of Ships 
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Factors affecting the total efficiency of a contaner terminal 
- 	The efficiency of the handling machinery 
- 	The efficiency of the operations and their planning 
- 	The speed of the port formalities (customs etc.) 
- 	The timing and efficiency of the connecting cargo trans- 
portation 
Economic activity needs a proper cost follow up system for sup-
port. The system should make it possible to compare the in- and 
outcome of the port. A cost follow up is not only for the estimating 
of the internal resuit but offers a way to justify the need for invest-
ments. The ports in developing countries, especially in the poorer 
ones, have to compete for foreign currency with other sectors of 
the economy. /5/. 
Even though the ports generate a significant part of the total 
foreign currency in the developing countries, they are allowed to 
use only part of it for investments. While the purchases of equip-
ment and spares have to be made in foreign exchange, it especially 
puts the maintenance sector in a spot. The importance of main-
tenance isn't always clear in the ports of developing countries. 
DAR ES SALAAM: 
The cost follow up and the budgeting in the port of Dar Es Salaam 
are in poor shape. Budgeting is done with the break down method 
and it's based on the previous budgets which are corrected with 
indexes. The port Iacks a follow up system, which would cover the 
whole port, cost follow up is done more or less randomly than 
systematically. When the port tariffs are defined on this basis the 
reality of the calculation factors disappears and the picture of the 
port economy is distorted. 
There are quite a few development and aid programs going on in 
the port of Dar Es Salaam, the programs are financed especially by 
the Nordic countries. The World Bank also finances and gives 
support for studies. When the projects are proceeding there will be 
purchases of essential supplies and spares. These purchases are 
not usually accounted for when the resuit of the port is calculated. 
This causes additional distortion when the resuit is evaluated. 
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1.1.1 	Traffic Analysis 
GENERAL: 
The Operational Department (later referred to as the Operations) is 
responsible for the Iogistics of the port, that is, how the machinery 
is used to handle the cargo and where it should be stored. The 
Operation plans and organizes the daily loading and unloading 
program according to the incoming ships. 
Before the arrival of the ship the Operation has the ship manifests, 
which include the information about the amount and type of cargo 
the ship is going to discharge or take in different ports. The Har-
bour masters office shows an incoming ship to a berth and the 
Operations will allocate usually two gangs of 15 workers for every 
shift. The Operation will also allocate a sufficient amount of 
equipment, usually two or four terminal tractors with trailer for 
each ship. 
The container traffic can be divided into import, export and transit. 
The transit containers are discharged in the port of one cargo but 
the final destination is in some other country. The containers are 
classified depending on the cargo as FCL (Fuil Container Load) ,LCL 
(Less Container Load) and empties. Depending on the way 
containers are handled they are separated into 
- 	H/H House to House containers, which usuafly are Ioaded 
by the sender and which will be transported to the con-
signee for unloading. 
- 	P/P Port to Port containers, which will be unloaded in the 
port when they become empty containers when the cargo 
is forwarded to the consignees. 
- 	 Empty containers, which are shipped out, stored or Ioaded 
in which case they become P/P containers. 
The containers belonging to different groups may be handled with 
different equipment and they may move through different routes in 
the port (Picture 3). The choice of route or equipment is a question 
of economy, for instance the handling of empty containers can be 
done by an oider machine or a machine with Iess capacity. 
An important factor in the port transport system is the so called 
DweII Time, which means the time a container lays in the port 
before it's shipped out. Long dwell times will congest the container 
stacks slow down the handling in the port. 
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Picture 3 Traffic Analysis 
DAR ES SALAAM: 
Work involved in the export of containers is easier from the opera-
tional point of view and it's smaiier compared to the import. The 
dweii time of the export containers is not a probiem because it's 
duration is only 3-6 days /2/. The export containers are ioaded 
under the customs supervision either in the stevedoring company's 
store or in the loading area in the port. The pian is to do most of 
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export containers are moved through the container stack. The 
export containers are often transported to the berth to wait for the 
arrival of the ship. 
lmport is a complicated process. The easiest group to handle is 
that of the empty containers, which are currently taken into the 
port on special grounds only. The idea is to keep the amount of the 
empties at the current level. The empty containers don't go 
through the container stack. There is an area in the southern part 
of the port for a smaller amount of empties. 
The P/P containers move through the port quickly. After being 
discharged from the ship a P/P container is moved to biock C in the 
container stack. From the stack the container is quickly moved to 
either a forwarding agent's warehouse for unloading or to the 
Ubungo sateflite terminal, from where the cargo is transported to 
the consignees in Tanzania or in the neighboring countries. The 
volume of P/P containers is however only 20 % /2/. 
The H/H containers are a problem. The dwell time will easily go up 
to 30 days. The containers move through the stack (biock A and B) 
and the forwarding agents move their containers quickly to their 
warehouses in order to avoid the storing costs of the port. The 
dwell time problem is caused by private consignees, who can't 
afford to take out the container or whom the information of the 
arrival of the cargo has reached late. Another cause for the 
problems are the state offices, which are usually slow in taking out 
their goods. Although the Tanzanian law gives the right to auction 
off unclaimed goods, the law doesn't apply to the cargo destined 
to the neighboring countries. These transit containers will stay in 
the port if the consignee is unable to pay the handling charges of 
the port. 
The traffic in the container terminal is expected to grow during 
1990-1 993. The general trend is: 
- 	The growth of the total traffic tonnage and the proportional 
growth of the container traffic (ca. 55% by the end of 
1993). 
- 	The growth of the number of containers to approximately 
80000 TEUs (1993), the need for additional equipment 
capacity will arise. 
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- 	The economic life span of the equipment will end during 
the second haif of the 90's. The aging of the machinery 
and the growing usage of it will cause a growing need for 
maintenance. 
1.2 	The Maintenance Organization 
In the organization of the Dar Es Salaam port there is a separate 
maintenance organization, part of it is the container terminal 
workshop. The highest responsibility belongs to the Director 
General (Picture 4). As his subordinates, the Port Manager and the 
Assistant port manager of Engineering are both responsible for the 
functioning of the maintenance work. The next step in the 
organization is the Port Engineer who is the operative director of 
the maintenance entity. The managers of the maintenance units 
will report to the Port Engineer. /4/ 
THNDar Es SaJaam Port 
[POdMJ 
[rn j[+j ___ 
ir 	ir 
JL ' 	 Es4n..r 
cs* ws - 
L 
Picture 4 Port Maintenance Organization 
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The maintenance units are 
-Central work shop 
*The Sateliite work shops, A,B,C 
-Container terminal work shop 
*The work shops of the inland terminais 
UBUNGO (tire works) 
KURASINI 
The maintenance department has been separated from the Operati-
on in the port. in the container terminal this causes probiems in the 
equipment cost follow up and makes it unclear who controls the 
equipment. It would be natural to follow the container terminal 
activities in whole, in which case the work shop would be an 
integral part of the container terminai. The maintenance department 
which in this study is represented by the Container Terminal 
Workshop will later on been referred to as the Maintenance. 
1.2.1 	Maintenance Strategies 
The international ports are using different maintenance strategies. 
In some ports the maintenance system is the same for ali 
equipment. Other ports have different maintenance systems for 
different equipment and there are even ports, that seem to have no 
systematic maintenance at ali. Usually a has chosen from the 
foliowing maintenance strategies or a combination of them 
1. Preventive maintenance corrects the problem before it 
causes an actuai break down. 
2. Corrective maintenance corrects the problem after the 
break down. 
3. Designed-out maintenance tries to find a means of 
minimizing the need for maintenance and the risk of break 
downs. 
Preventive maintenance is based on the statistical iife span of 
machine parts and the condition foliow up of equipment. The 
statisticai life span and the maintenance intervais are defined in the 
manufacturers manuais, which give the running hour after which 
certain parts shouid be changed. The benefits of such a system are 
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- 	Unambiguosity 
- 	An easy foIlow up 
- 	Simpie maintenance planning 
- 	Easy maintenance schedule pIanning for ali equipment 
This system makes it possibie to achieve a satisfactory level of 
maintenance with a minimum input on follow up and maintenance 
planning. The system has its cons. The service intervais in the 
manufacturer's manuals are averages and they don't take into 
account the different environments. This might cause some parts 
to be changed too soon, whereas rough usage might cause break 
downs before the scheduled maintenance. Furthermore, especially 
in developing countries, the maintenance personnel might have 
difficulties in reading the foreign language manuals. 
The condition follow up system is based either on using probes to 
detect abnormal heating, resonance and acoustic emission or on 
the observations of the equipment operators and maintenance per-
sonnel. The idea is to estimate when a certain part shouId be 
changed or when the whole equipment shouId be maintained. The 
system tries to optimize the usage of machine parts. The part is 
not changed before it is worn out. This system demands well 
trained maintenance personnel and weli chosen follow-up 
components. If the foltow-up is not able to spot the probiem before 
the break down, the system has failed its purpose and the 
equipment will arrive at random for service. 
Corrective maintenance can't be considered a real maintenance 
strategy because every port has to be prepared for break-downs. 
However, if the maintenance manager decides to begin 
maintainance after break-downs, this strategy can also be possibIe. 
The corrective maintenance is usually en unwanted situation which 
is brought upon the port when 
The work Ioad of the workshop is so great that there is no 
personnel Ieft to keep up with the preventive maintenance. 
This is usually the case when there is a lack of skilled per-
sonnel in the ports. 
- 	There is no equipment follow-up program or the follow up 
is so poor that it isn't possible to keep track of the usage 
let alone the condition of the equipment. 
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Corrective maintenance is applicable for such cheap parts or 
devices, which have an unpredictable life span and which are quick 
to change. It's not worth while designing a maintenance schedule 
or a follow up for them. In general it is much chea per to prevent a 
break down than it is to repair one. 
Break-downs cause additional costs both for the Operation and for 
the Maintenance. The Operation probably has to hire extra capacity 
to make up for the equipment which is down. During the peak 
hours extra capacity is not necessarily available because the need 
for equipment is the same for everyone in the port. The Main-
tenance department may have to work overtime to repair a key 
piece of equipment or the break down might have caused damage 
to other parts as well. These additional costs will be transferred to 
the customers of the port and make the use of the port less 
attractive. 
Design-out maintenance can also be seen as a type of quality 
thinking. lts purpose is to expand the life time of the equipment 
and to cut down the number of break-down causes. This way the 
amount of maintenance work will continuously decrease. The goal 
is to make the maintenance unnecessary. 
In the most simple design-out maintenance system, the original 
parts of the equipment will be replaced with more durable parts. A 
wider view into design out maintenance covers ali affected parties 
in the port from manufacturers and purchasing organizations to 
operators and maintenance personnel. These parties in co-operation 
will find out the environmental causes for break downs and 
redesign the equipment accordingly. The number of different 
modeis of equipment is decreased, in order to minimize the spare 
part stores and the need for training of the maintenance personnel. 
An example of design-out maintenance can be found in Germany in 
the port of Bremerhaven, which traffic in 1982 was 800.000 
TEUs. The port was then in for major investment and it was 
decided to analyze the collected maintenance data from the last 15 
years. The aim was to find out the most suitable maintenance 
strategy and the best equipment to invest in. A work group was 
founded under the port director. According to the work groups 
suggestions, the foliowing improvements were made: /6/ 
The chains of the lifting equipment were changed with 
more durabie ones and the chains were fitted with 
automatic iubricating systems. This tripled the life time of 
the Iifting equipment. 
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- 	The break-downs of straddle carrier frames were analyzed 
which ied to improvements in design and the typical 
failures decreased. 
- 	Ali motors were standardized and changed to air-cooled 
units during a scheduied major equipment service. 
The total impact on maintenance cost was significant because 44 
% of service costs were calculated to consist of salaries. The time 
between break-downs grew longer and the service time shortened. 
This resulted in better economy. In addition to technical 
improvements the work group was able to create good reiations 
with the equipment manufacturers and suppliers and good co-
operation between the different departments in the port. The work 
in the port became more efficient, for exampie, the delay between 
a service request and the start of maintenance shortened. 
1.3 	Equipment 
GENERAL: 
The type and number of equipment form the basis for the pianning 
of the iogistics in the port. Before procuring the equipment, there 
is a optimization probiem to be solved involving variabies like the 
traffic volume, the carrying capacity of the container storage area 
and the piers and the amount of finances for investments. 
The need for certain equipment can be calculated from the traffic 
volume and the availability of the equipment. The productivity of a 
piece of equipment is defined by, the number of containers that 
can be handled with it in a defined time limit. The availability of the 
equipment is the percentage of the total number of units of equip-
ment which can be called to service at any specific time. The 
remaining equipment is most probabiy down due to either 
scheduled maintenance or break-downs. 
Suppose that the nominal need for a certain group of equipment, 
taking into account the traffic and productivity, is 10 and the 
avaUability is 70 %. The total number of units of equipment can 
then be obtained by dividing the nominal need with the availability, 
which in this case gives 15 units. 
The equipment can be categorized as foliows 
- 	LIFTERS 
* 	gantry cranes 
* 	mobile cranes 
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* 	others 
- 	LIFTER-MOVERS 
* 	front end loaders 
* 	straddle carriers 
* 	others 
- 	MOVERS 
* 	terminal trucks/highway trucks 
* 	others 
There has been much development in the field of container 
handling equipment and the naming conventions given to the 
equipment have not yet been standardized. The names of types of 
equipment in the foliowing Iist are either commonly used or 
manufacturers' product names. The realms of the equipment 
categories are far from defined and there are machines which can 
belong to two groups. The equipment that manipulates the con-
tainer stack define also its structure, that is, how many containers 
high and wide the stack can be. The stack can have a step like or 
a rectangular structure. 
DAR ES SALAAM: 
The main equipment in the port of Dar Es Salaam can be catego-
rized as foliows 
II FTERS 
- 	The loading and unloading of the ship 
2 pcs 	Kone SSG (Ship to Shore Gantry crane) a rail moun- 
ted crane on the pier. 
- 	The loading and unloading of the train 
1 pcs 	RMG (Rail Mounted Gantry crane) 
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LIFTER-MOVERS 
- 	The container stack handling 
5 pcs 	Valmet RTG (Rubber Tired Gantry crane) 
- 	The moving of export containers 
2 pcs 	Valmet 42 ton FEL (Front End Loader) 
(1 pcs UBUNGO) 
2 pcs 	Lansing 42 ton FEL 
To be able to handle containers the equipment, is equipped with 
spreaders which make it possible to lift the container from the top 
side. 
MOVERS 
- 	The moves between the different handling piaces 
12 pcs Sisu HT (Highway trucks) with trailers 
1 5 pcs Sisu TT (Terminal tractor) with trailers 
(plus 5 pcs UBUNGO) 
- 	Other functions (handling of empties etc.) 
2 pcs Lokomo mobile cranes, 
12 pcs 2,5 ton and 1 pcs 16 ton fork lift trucks 
in addition to this equipment the stevedores and the shipping 
agencies have their own equipment which they can use regardless 
to the availability changes in the port. 
1.3.1 	The Equipment Usage 
The equipment in the port of Dar Es Salaam is owned by the 
Tanzanian Harbours Authority. The Harbours Authority is 
responsible for the equipment and it selis the stevedoring services 
to the shipping line agents. The loading pian is made by the ship 
arrivais and the available equipment is allocated to the shift 
foremen accordingly. The equipment is controlled by the foreman 
to whom it is allocated. 
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Arisal of bottle necks corresponds to the ports work ioad. The 
transport chain has to be viewed as an entity. The efficiency of the 
handling between the ship and the berth might seem to be the 
most important factor, but this is not necessarily the case when 
the complete transportation system is considered. While the capital 
costs of the SSG-cranes are the highest, it is natural to demand an 
efficient usage of them. It is however not enough for the customer 
that the containers are quickly unloaded from the ship, they must 
also be smoothly delivered to their destinations. The port 
customers are invoiced by a fixed tariff for every unit. 
The transportation chain starts with the SSG:s, which Ioad the 
containers on the waiting tractor trailers. The importance of SSG:s 
is emphasized when the port tries to offer the shippers effective 
loading and unloading services. For the shippers it is important to 
minimize the loading time because of the high running costs of the 
ship. A late arrival of the ship to the next port might cause extra 
waitin9 time due to congestion in the port or a Iow tide. 
The break-down of SSG:s doesn't usually stop the traffic because 
many ships have their own cranes for container handling. The effi-
ciency of the ship cranes differ and is usually lower than that of 
the SSG:s. From the pier the containers are moved on the trailers 
to the RTG-cranes, which will place the containers in the container 
stack. From the stack the containers are Iifted back on the trailers 
by the RTG:s and are then moved out from the port through the 
customs. The traffic out of the port is handled either by trucks or 
by train. 
The congestion of the container stack lowers the productivity of 
the RTG:s, because the number of moves per container wiU 
increase when other containers have to be moved aside. Optimai 
utilization of the container stack is 70 % of the storage capacity. 
Most of the imports move through the stack and that's why a 
short dwell time is demanded. Customs procedures cause some 
extra moves for the RTG:s, when the container is taken out of the 
stack for inspection when after the paper work is done. 
In the loading area, the export containers are lifted with front end 
loaders on to the trailers. The tractors take the traiiers to the pier 
where SSG:s or ship cranes lift the containers on board. The 
capacity of the front end loaders will not be sufficient if ali tractors 
are inoperative. This is however not probable with the current 
number of tractors and trucks. The export traffic is very dependent 
on the front end loaders and the forwarding agents usually rely on 
their own equipment. 
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The shortage of tractors and trucks siows down the traffic bet-
ween the different loading areas in the port, which causes the 
containers to pile on the pier and in the container stack. The piling 
of containers on the driving lanes increases the risk for accidents. 
The productivity of the trucks is affected by the fact that the 
transport of one P/P container to Ubungo for unloading takes 
approximately two hours. /7/. 
1.3.2 	The FoIIow-up Variabies 
Availability, Utilization and Productivity are the variabies used for 
the equipment follow-up. The time factors defining these variabies 
a re. 
- 	Planned total hours. The workable hours. This means for 
SSG:s part that the SSG is beside a ship during a work 
shift and that the ship is ready for loading. 
- 	Technical downtime. Part of planned total hours during 
which the equipment isn't available. 
- 	IdIe hours. Part of planned total hours during which the 
equipment is neither working nor down. 
- 	Working hours. The planned total hours subtracted by the 
idle and the downtime. 
- 	AVAILABILITY) 
(Planned hours -(idle+downtime) 
Planned hours 
- 	UTILIZATION 
(Working hours) 
Planned hours 
- 	PRODUCTIVITY Net productivity, which measures the han- 
dling efficiency during the working hours. 
(Number of handled containers) 
Working hours 
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The foliowing target figures are set in the FINNIDA project: 
TARGETS for the 1990-1993 	_____ _____ _____ 
____________ *1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 
Availability ________ _______ _______ _______ _______ 
SSG 75 80 85 90 95 
RTG 71 75 80 85 90 
RMG 95 90 95 95 95 
FEL **** 75 80 80 75 
TT ______ 75 80 80 75 
HT 80 85 90 90 85 
Utilization _________ ________ ________ ________ ________ 
SSG 39 55 63 69 74 
RTG 37 42 45 50 55 
RMG 26 45 48 52 55 
FEL _______ 50 55 58 61 
TT **** 40 45 50 55 
HT 25 30 40 45 50 
Prod uctivity ________ _______ _______ _______ _______ 
SSG 11 11 13 15 16 
RTG 7 8 9 9 10 
RMG 6 7 8 9 10 
FEL **** 7 8 9 9 
TT **** 3 3 4 4 
HT 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 
*Actual figure 
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The FINNIDA project document defines the utiiization ranges as 
LOW for 60 %, MEDIUM for 70 % and HIGH for 80 %. it is not 
economical to achieve a 100 % utilization. Together with the 
utilization of the working time, which have the corresponding 
values of 50%,67% and 75%, the total annual container handiing 
capacity can be calculated. 
Caiculating with the medium values the current total annual han-
diing capacity is approximately: 
EQUIPMENT 	 TEU 
HT(P/P-handling) 	120.000 
TT 	 100.000 
RTG 80.000 
SSG 	 80.000 
FEL 65.000 
With the current, traffic the availability of SSG:s has been fairly 
high. Their utilization, however, is very iow which is the case for ali 
container equipment. The low utilization of equipment may be an 
indicator of operationai deficiency of using the available equipment. 
This can lead to situations where the crane unloads the containers 
faster than the trailers are abie to assist. /7/. 
1.3.3 	The Cost FoIIow-up 
The development projects have untii recently been concentrating 
on improving the practical side of both port logistics and 
maintenance work. in the current phase of the container terminal 
project, the need of a foilow-up system for costs and activities is 
becoming more and more clear. The goai of a follow-up system is 
to support management and to make it possible to evaluate the 
overail economy. The foliow-up should aiso make it possible to see 
the effects of the current projects and to reveal probiem areas for 
new projects. 
In the lack of foliow-up information the operative costs are 
estimated using the foilowing criteria./2/ 
- 	20 % is added to the procurement prices to cover the 
costs of freight and erection of the equipment. 
The economical lifetime is estimated to be 15 years for the 
SSG and RMG, 10 years for the FEL and 8 years for the 
other .equipment. On these grounds the investment is 
divided as write offs with a 10 % interest. The invest-
ments allocated to the piers and the container stack are not 
included in the write-offs. 
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The annual service and maintenance cost is estimated to 
be 2 % for SSG and 5 % for the other equipment. 
The cost of Container terminal equipment 
_________ ______ xl000 USD (1989) _____ ______ 
SSG RTG TT+ 
Tr_____ 
HT FEL 
_____ 
RMG 
_______ 
pcs 2 5 15 12 1 1 
purchasing 
price _______ 
12000 7400 
______ 
2200 
______ 
195 
0 
420 
______ 
3600 
________ 
**** **** *** 
* 
*** **** 
write-offs 1400 1235 385 340 70 420 
service 240 370 110 95 21 180 
salary 40 40 30 25 4 10 
fuel 60 75 135 40 10 20 
total 1740 1720 660 500 105 630 
UNIT 
COST 
870 
______ 
344 
_____ 
44 
_____ ____ 
105 
_____ 
630 
**** **** **** *** **** 
Pier TEU Unit 
cost 
USD- 
/TEU _____ 
TOT 
______ 
Tariff 
_______ 
SSG 36000 870 24 29 69,35 
Stack ________ ______ ______ ______ ______ ________ 
RTG 9000 344 38 _____ _____ _______ 
FLT 9000 105 12 ____ ____ ______ 
TT 8440 44 5 _____ 55 23,75 
HT **** **** *** ** 
USDT0taI 79 79 93,1 
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The handling costs have been divided by the annual traffic for the 
purpose of comparing the costs and revenues. According to this 
calculation the total operational handling costs seem to be covered 
by the tariff income while leaving something for investments. The 
costs of the container stack (RTG-FEL-TT) are clearly greater than 
the handling tariffs. it seems that the setting of tariffs doesn't 
quite follow the division of the costs. 
The calculation presented here is however an approximation and 
note that the estimation of the maintenance cost can be misleading 
because the equipment used in the port are new models and there 
is a lack of knowledge and experience concerning the amount of 
maintenance that should be done on them. The lack of systematic 
follow-up leaves some doubt to the lifetime expectations. A shorter 
equipment lifetime will increase the now aiready high write off 
costs. 
In the current situation the responsibility of cost follow-up is on 
too high of a level and the costs of the container terminal will 
disappear in the overali costs of the port. In the operative level, 
where the costs are created, follow-up systems for coiiecting costs 
don't exist. A main probiem here, is that the costs of the 
Maintenance are not taken into account. From the Operations point 
of view a lot of costs are ignored. 
The activities should be divided into cost categories in order to 
develop the cost follow-up. A natural division would be to separate 
the activities into Operation and Maintenance. This way the total 
maintenance costs could be calculated and divided among each 
equipment group as an overhead on top of the running costs. 
The next step would be to create an equipment p001, which would 
let capacity either to the Operation or straight to private 
stevedores. This would be an easy way to combine the economy 
and profitability with the activities. The pool wouid also simpiify 
the questions of equipment ownership and control. This would 
direct ali costs to one place. Whether the pool shouid function on 
zero profit or as a profit center is a key question. In case of zero 
profit the profit making and the marketing responsibility wouid be 
in the hands of the Operation. 
2 THE CONTAINER TERMINAL WORKSHOP 
The task of the container terminal workshop is to keep the 
equipment availability on the target level and to pian service 
schedules in Qrder to ensure that a sufficient number of equipment 
be in operation at ali times. in order to be able to lay out the 
service pian, the workshop must have an equipment follow-up 
system. 
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In the port of Dar Es Salaam the preventive maintenance is based 
on the running hours. The running hours are coiiected weekly by 
the workshop personnel. When a piece of equipment is due for 
service the workshop asks for the equipment from the Operations 
personnei. 
2.1 	The Workshop Organization 
The workshop organization in Dar Es Salaam is divided into a 
Mechanicai and an Electricai section (Picture 5). The resident 
engineers are in charge of these sections. The engineers receive 
and authorize the work and aiso pian the service tasks. Together 
with the super-intendants they authorize removai of spare parts 
from the store. Senior technicians function as foremen and they 
usually fili in the work orders. 
The task of the Planning group is to pian the maintenance scheduie 
and to do a cost foliow-up. The follow-up of the maintenance 
schedule is done by the group with the heip of a maintenance 
chart. On the chart there is a horizontal calendar and a vertical iist 
of equipment. The scheduled services are presented by attachable 
bars of different coiors. There is a pian to store ali equipment 
history cards and work orders at the Pianning group. For cost 
foiiow-up the group cost summary cards for every piece of 
equipment. The importance and deveiopment of the Planning group 
has been ignored in the project while the deveiopment has been 
directed to enhance the engineering skills. 
2.2 	Connections Between Maintenance and Operations 
The Maintenance shouid in constant co-operation with the 
Operation because that's the oniy way to maintain a overaii profit. 
It would make sense to service the equipment at times when they 
are not needed or in use. The Operation has a usage pian and that 
monitors the usage of equipment, when anaiyzing the utilization 
figures it is evident that there is pienty of idle time for service. 
The basic ideas of overali profitability are: 
- 	Maintaining the service ievei. The Operation must have a 
sufficient capacity at ali times. 
- 	Maintaining the technical performance ievei, i.e. scheduied 
maintenance should be done in time and correctly to 
maximize the economicai iife time of the equipment. 
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Picture 5 Workshop Organization 12) 
The co-operation between the Maintenance and the Operation 
should be improved in order to achieve a flexible servicing scheme. 
This puts a pressure on the maintenance planning system. The 
Maintenance should be able to estimate the service times and to 
optimize the usage of its capacity in order to make use of the 
operational idle time. 
In practice the Maintenance is seen more as a nuisance, the will to 
co-operate doesn't exist. There are few formal contacts between 
the two departments. In the port of Dar Es Salaam contacts are 
made trhough: 
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The pianning meetings 
A planning meeting is heid daily. In the first meeting of the week 
the preliminary pian for the whoie week is presented. In the other 
meetings only the next two days are discussed. 
The work shop should get the information of the ship arrivais and 
the possible changes in the arrivais and their effect on the need for 
equipment shouid be discussed in the meetings. in the meetings a 
workshop representative, who has enough knowiedge of the 
current work Ioad and the authority to change the maintenance 
schedules, shouid be present. The aim is to fit together the 
schedules of the Maintenance and the Operations. 
The information exchange between departments 
The Operation sends the equipment to be serviced with a service 
request (Appendix 5), of which one copy is Ieft at the Operation. 
The request is returned with the equipment. This is currentiy the 
only document moving between the two departments. The request 
make it possibie to keep track of the equipment currently in 
service. The usage of the request shows how fast the information 
of the break-down reaches the Maintenance and how fast the 
equipment is returned in service after the maintenance. 
3 EMIS (ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM) 
The combination of the activities aimed to coilect and file informa-
tion for the management reporting is called the engineering mana-
gement information system (EM1S). With the heip of EMIS the 
management should be able to 
- 	define the service annuai and monthly schedules to support 
the terminal in achieving its targets. 
control the utilization of manpower to guarantee a 
sufficient work force for the most urgent services. The 
utilization and the knowledge of the personnel should be 
followed. 
- 	foilow-up the actual figures and to compare them to the 
budget. It shouid be possibie to find the expianations to the 
deviations. 
- 	give recommendations for the renewal or the scrapping of 
the equipment. 
- 	foiiow the usage of spares and put priorities on spare 
purchases depending on the financing situation. 
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3.1 	Dar Es Salaam, the Current Situation 
The current situation of the foIIowup in the port is poor. The 
current system has been developed from an old English system and 
it hasn't been modified to meet the modern needs. The 
environmental factors have changed after the system was 
designed. The container traffic has grown rapidly after the mid 
80's and the container terminal activities set new demands on a 
follow-up system. The old system is also too massive because it 
was designed as part of an overail information svstem,  which 
doesn't exist anymore. 
There are several breaks in the original information chain of the 
port. The system was originally designed to run in the main com-
puters of the harbour authority. The computers don't function due 
to a lack of maintenance and technical support. Computer time has 
been bought from other big organizations like the TAZARA 
(Tanzanian Zambian Railroad Authority) to be able to keep the 
storing and personnel systems in operation. In practice the 
information channels between the administration of the port and 
the operational departments are inoperative. 
The vital information of the port should be defined after which the 
information system can be simplified and the information interfaces 
between the organization levels and departments can be defined. 
The information system can at first function manually and then be 
transferred to computers. 
The development of the information and follow-up systems is at 
present done in the low levels of the organization. Strong 
development has been done in the Operation, which collects 
information about equipment productivity, utilization and 
availability. Information about container traffic (exports, imports) is 
also collected and the operation has developed a computer program 
with a PC data base (Borland: Paradox) for the follow-up and 
invoicing of the empty containers. 
The computer program of the Operation is part of OMIS (Operation 
Management Information System), which development is presently 
taking its first steps. Further development will compel the 
information istands of the Maintenance and the Operation to 
converge and at that time the need for information exchange will 
become inevitable. A system based on PC-computers could be 
developed to an equipment follow-up system which would keep 
track of both the utilization and the service plans. The technical 
impiementation could either be based on information exchange on 
fioppy disks or over a small local area network. 
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The reports produced by the Operation are integrated into the port 
information system Post development by the Board of Directors. 
The deveiopment is done without the support of the port 
management and only the final work is presented. The 
management doesn't commit itself to the development work and it 
can easily either accept or abandon the final systems. 
The departmental need for information should be defined in the 
departments, but when the overali guidelines are missing the 
organizational needs can't be taken into account during the 
development. This will iead to collecting the same information on 
different leveis of the organization, which is unnecessary. The 
collection of data shouid foilow a systematic hierarchy. The basic 
data should be collected by the lower organizationai leveis and be 
summarized to suite the needs of the higher leveis. 
The existing workshop information svstem  coilects data, that the 
workshop doesn't need or which couid be summarized from basic 
data if it were systematically collected. The incoherence of the 
system and the Jack of a clear idea behind it makes it impossibie to 
properly analyze the data let alone draw conciusions based on it. 
The main problems are 
- 	Lack of cost information. Making a reiiable budget or even 
foliowing one is not possible. 
Equipment foiiow-up. The maintenance history doesn't 
refer to work orders and job cards which means that the 
information about what specifically has been done to the 
equipment and by whom is missing. 
The work force and work foilow-up. The existing system 
doesn't collect data on ali work that takes place. This 
makes it difficult to estimate number of workers needed. 
The poor documentation of the works make it impossibie 
to calculate standard task times, find out topics for training 
or to estimate the quality of training. 
System incoherence. Presentiy forms are fiiled both by 
technicians and the clerks in the Planning group. The 
maintenance history cards and the work orders are filed in 
several different places. 
The reiiabiiity of data. The data which is fiiled in the forms 
is usually not reliable. The main cause for this is that 
coilecting data seems unimportant and the meaning and 
the usage of the forms is unclear. 
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3.1.1 	The Forms 
There is a multitude of forms in the workshop. During this research 
34 different forms were collected. Four of the forms were cost 
summaries for collecting the maintenance and fuel costs for each 
group of equipment. The filling of cost summaries has been partial 
because the information on spare part prices are usually missing. 
Most forms were for taking items out of the stores. These forms 
consisted usually of three to five pages. Different forms existed for 
getting items from the terminal workshop store, central workshop 
store or for purchasing the items outside the port. 
The set of forms is not systematic. Information which belongs 
together is gathered with different forms. The Work order for 
instance contains only the number of workers and there is no 
identifier. A separate Job Card includes the information of the 
specified works given to the workers. Neither of these forms have 
a reference to the other and the information about who actually 
serviced the equipment is lost. 
Collecting data has in many cases become an end in itself which 
doesn't serve the needs of the port or the workshop but goes back 
to the days of a working overali information system. The way the 
data is presented probably has its roots in the way the programs 
were designed at the port computer center. 
3.1.2 	The Statistics 
The foundation of the workshop information system is the Work 
order /9/. A Work order form exists in the workshop and the data 
from the Work order should be transferred to the maintenance 
history cards. The work number should be written as a reference 
into the history cards. The cost cards should also be filled. 
Only the total maintenance costs should be written into the history 
cards, which would then contain the cumulative maintenance costs 
of the equipment. This would then indicate if an overhaul on a 
piece of equipment would be economical. 
The only reliable statistics and planning is the scheduled 
maintenance, which is followed up with a table on the wafl. 
Different Ievets of service are presented in different colors. The 
short term planning of maintenance works is however not working. 
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When equipment is due for service the Operation is asked to 
release it for service. No follow-up on the work load of the 
Operation is done, which means that the workshop doesn't 
necessarily get the equipment for service as planned. 
The information system is in a situation where development is vital 
if the workshop management wants to make informed decisions 
instead of guesses. The best approach would be to redefine and 
simplify the current system. The present statistics are so poor that 
it enabies unauthorized absences, the disappearances of tools and 
the usage of materials to unauthorized works. 
3.2 	The F000w-up in Finnish Ports 
3.2.1 	The Port of Rauma 
The Port of Rauma handies bulk, oil and container cargo. The main 
areas are the export of paper (over 60 % of export) and the import 
of fueis and chemicals (approximately 50 % of the import). The 
total traffic of the port is less than three million tons (2,6 Mt tons 
in 1990) of which a small part moves in containers (16000 TEU, 
0,14 Mt in 1990). The port could traffic wise be compared with 
Dar Es Salaam (total traffic) and with Beira or Maputo (container 
traffic). 
The city of Rauma owns the berths, some warehouses and a few 
cranes. The city collects fees from the usage of the berths. The 
operative activities and maintenance of the equipment is handled 
by Rauma Stevedor Ltd, which is part of the Yhtyneet 
paperitehtaat corporation (The United Paper milis Ltd). 
The equipment consists of 130 pieces of motorized handling 
equipment. The equipment is grouped as: Movers (15 %), Lifter-
Movers (70 %), Lifters (2 %), Others (13 %). Most of the Lifter-
movers are small, including less than 10 ton fork lift trucks, which 
are fitted with clamps for handling paper rolls or forks for handling 
dry cargo. For container handling there are two specialized 40 ton 
units. 
The workshop is basically a service center for the Operation. The 
port functions usually in two shifts but in the evening the 
workshop has only a standby group of two servicemen (total 
workshop personnel 1 + 16). 
Stevedor Ltd. tries hard to move the work planning and follow-up 
to computer systems. Both the Operation and the Maintenance can 
read and update the main data base with their PC-computers. 
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Probiem areas in the port information system. 
- 	The equipment resource follow-up is weak. The work 
planners don't have information on which equipment is 
currently at the workshop. 
- 	Getting equipment in for service on time doesn't usually 
occur. Either the service requests don't reach the work 
planners on time or the equipment is needed for work. 
- 	The maintenance costs aren't followed separately and they 
aren't used when the equipment running costs are 
calculated. This way there is no information about the 
profitability of the equipment. 
- 	The equipment can every now and then "disappear" when 
the foreman of the shift or the operator doesn't remember 
to report that the equipment is delivered to the workshop 
for service. 
Although the computer system is aiready fairly old (6 
years), it stili functions mainly as a storage for basic data. 
The effective usage of the system and the reporting is stiil 
under development. The integration of the system is low. 
The connections between the Operation and the workshop is 
dependent on the workshop liaison person, who is in constant 
radio contact with the Operations. An equipment resource program 
will bring enhancement to the follow-up. The service requests will 
then be fed into the data base with the information about the 
estimated service time. 
EMIS is part of the overail computer system and it prints out the 
Work orders and a Iist of equipment which will soon be due for 
service. The preventive maintenance system is based on the fuel 
consumption. The fuel consumption has been found to correlate 
well with the actual working hours. 
The fuel consumption takes into account the difference between 
idling (in wintertime) and actual handling working. In this way the 
equipment which has done more work will come in for service 
sooner than the ones that have been idle. 
Preventive maintenance used to be based on running hours but the 
data collection was problematic. Problems were caused by hour 
meters that were constantly breaking down, difficulty in collecting 
data and the unretiability of operators reports of the running hours. 
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The service intervals are calculated in liters. Intervais are based on 
the recommended running hour interval of the manufacturer, which 
is then recalculated into fuel consumption. The consumption 
foliow-up is done with a computer connected to the central fuel 
delivery station. 
The service types are A to G, which consist of different tasks for 
different groups of equipment. The service types follow a certain 
pattern defined for each group of equipment. One pattern could be 
ABACABAD, where every third service is a more profound one. 
Foliowing data can be fed into the system 
- 	Costs of the consumed spares, materials, tires and the 
used man hours for each equipment. 
- 	Maintenance history data. The starting times of the 
services, work numbers and clarifying text about the 
maintenance. 
- 	Updates to default data (maintenance tasks) and inserts 
(new equipment). 
- 	Consumption and purchase of spares (storekeeping). 
The operators working hours are fed by the personnel 
department for caiculation of the salary. The working hours 
are not the same as the equipment running hours so they 
can't be used in division of the maintenance cost. 
The biggest shortcoming of the system is that of poor reporting. 
The maintenance history is slow to browse trough and the total 
maintenance time is not documented. The workshop is stili not tied 
with the overall planning of the port. In general the system has 
great potential and it standardizes the practices in the port. it 
seems that the support of the management is lacking because 
there is no general goal for the system development. The leading 
principle is yet missing. 
3.2.2 	The Port of Helsinki 
The port of Helsinki has the biggest volume of imported general 
cargo, the greatest number of container traffic and it is the third 
biggest export port in Finland.The total traffic in 1989 was 8.2 
million tons. Of the general cargo over 40 % was containerized 
(246 145 TEU in 1989), when including the trucks and trailers 
95% of ali traffic moves in large units. There is little handling of 
other than large units. Other handling equipment is kept only to 
provide the customers fuil service. 
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The Helsinki Harbour Administration is a company owned by the 
city. lts activities include traffic planning, crane services and some 
storage of goods. The organization is divided into five sections 
under the harbour master 
- 	ADMINISTRATION AND ACCOUNTING 
- 	TECHNICAL SECTION 
- 	SHIP TRAFFIC CONTROL CENTER 
- 	EASTERN PROFIT CENTER 
*THE PORT OF SÖRNÄINEN (3,2 Mt, 88 000 TEU) 
*LAAJASALO AND HERTTONIEMI OIL PORTS 
- 	WESTERN PROFIT CENTER 
*WEST PORT 
(2,7 Mt, 158 000 TEU) 
*EAST PORT 
(0,9 Mt, 8000 TEU) 
The Operations in Helsinki have been divided between the city 
company and a private company. The city company takes care of 
the ship to shore activities whereas the stevedoring activities are 
handled by Finnsteve Ltd. In the West port the company has 4 
cranes, of which one is capable of multipie handling. There are 28 
workers of whom 3+7 are workshop personnel. The crane group 
works in two shifts, which enabies a 50 % utiiization of the 
cranes. /3/ 
The Lifter-Movers are owned by the stevedoring company except 
for some 45 warehouse fork Iift trucks (of 1,5-6 tons). Finnsteve 
offers its customers a total package of handling services and then 
buys the crane services from the city company. Finnsteve has a 
fairly big workshop, where ali its container handling equipment is 
serviced. The container handling equipment consists of straddie 
carriers (6 pieces), fork iifts and front end loaders (97 pieces 
ranging from 2.5 to 55 tons) and trucks with trailers (38 pieces). 
The follow-up.system is an application which is run on Finnsteve's 
computer. The city company and the customs officials have access 
to the container information. The co-operation between the 
different companies and authorities seemed to be smooth. 
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The city company is divided into profit centers. Monthly reports 
show a resuit calculation of ali incomes and costs which are 
divided between investment and running costs. The interests of 
ioans are divided into those profit centers which have used loans to 
pay for their investments. 
Ali services have internal prices based on the cost price principle. 
This enabies the "hiring" of manpower from for exampie the 
Särnäinen port. The salary and the social costs will be directed to 
the department which is hiring and they will show up on the next 
months resuit sheet. 
An incentive will be paid for a good resuit. The incentive is based 
on a comparing the results of present and previous quarter years. 
A proportional deveiopment in the better direction will give a 
incentive which is between 0-10 % of the monthly saiary. 
Affecting the profitability will also affect the personal income. The 
incentive scheme has had positive effects on the work motivation 
and the number of absences have decreased. 
The preventive maintenance system is based on the combination of 
the running hours and the amount of container traffic. The services 
are scheduled for idle times. This is possibie because of rather 
fixed ship traffic. The maintenance department has a list of the ali 
scheduled ship arrivais and has good co-operation with the traffic 
center. The maintenance is planned accordingly. Co-operation with 
the traffic center makes it possible to inform them when there are 
crane break-downs and to make suggestions to use another crane 
and berth for the incoming ships. 
The city company's maintenance follow-up is based on a manuai 
system because of the smaii amount of equipment. The cost 
follow-up is however fed to the computer system. Service checks 
are made daily by a mechanic. The foreman wiii run a more detailed 
check every quarter year. The Administration for the controi of 
eiectrical equipment will make a once a year thorough check. The 
maintenance cycie comes to a peak in May. During the summer, 
when there is a lot of traffic, the services are avoided. During 
winter, services are done if the weather ailows it. The weather 
especially affects maintenance which inciudes welding. 
The use of incentives has made it possible to transfer part of the 
maintenance work to the operators (greasing, cleaning and 
painting). The main responsibility stili lies on the workshop. The 
manufacturers maintenance services are also used because of the 
lack of specialized tools. in general, ali maintenance is done with 
their own resources while the cost price of the hour is usually haif 
of the manufacturer's service price. 
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3.2.3 	The ports of Kotka and Hamina 
The ports of Kotka and Hamina are connected through Steveco 
ltd., which has a monopoly in stevedoring business with its main 
office in Kotka. The cities are Iandowners and they get their share 
of profits through the harbour tariffs. In Hamina, the city stiil owns 
a few ship to shore cranes, but it has decided to give them up. 
The dry cargo berths in the Kotka port are divided between the 
Hietanen port and the Main port. The container traffic moves 
through Hietanen. In 1990 the stevedored cargo was 7,6 million 
tons, of which the export accounted for 67 % (5,1 Mt) and the 
import 25 % (1,9 Mt). The transit traffic was 8 % (0,6 Mt). The 
main export articles are paper (69 %) and timber (14 %). The main 
import articles are coal and chemicals for the paper industry. The 
total number of handled containers were approximately 60 000 
TEUs (0,6 Mt) and they mostly contained imports. The volume of 
the container traffic is close to that of Dar Es Salaam, but it's still 
a smatl part of the overali traffic. 
The equipment are divided into 
LIFTERS 
7 pcs Gantry Cranes 
LIFTER-MOVERS: 
Front end loaders and fork Iift trucks 
12 pcs over 20 tons 
79 pcs 10-20 tons 
170 pcs 	under 10 tons 
MOVERS: 
48 pcs Trucks with trailers 
28 pcs Terminal tractors 
OTHERS: 
24 pcs 
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There is a total of 386 pieces of equipment and a great number of 
accessories. The accessories are mainly spreaders for container 
handling and clamps for paper roll handling. The equipment is used 
both in Kotka and in Hamina and they are moved depending upon 
the traffic peaks. It takes approximately two hours to move a piece 
of equipment between the two ports. 
There is no portal type container handling equipment, so there is no 
actual container stack. Containers are stored in rows at several 
locations. The container traffic has however been multiplied by six 
during the Iast seven years, so more efficient measures are soon to 
be considered. 
The information system in the Steveco company is centralized. It 
consists of four Hewelet Packard HP3000 mmi computers with 
190 connected terminais and 180 printers. The company has also 
52 PC-computers. The central computers will be renewed during 
1992. In addition to the normal personnel applications, the central 
computers run customer applications like the invoicing and the 
cargo reservation programs. The cargo reservation adds 
convenience and speed between Steveco and its customers (the 
exporting paper milis and the shipping lines). 
In the end of 1990 the company started using a resource control 
system which has been developed further during 1991. The control 
system is mainly a tool for the Operation. The system enabies 
resource planning of the shifts including the equipment. The 
system should give the situation of the equipment and work force 
on a real time basis which makes it possible to use the resources 
efficiently. Driving orders for operators and work lists for the shift 
foremen are main system outputs. 
The dividing of resources is done every day before noon in the 
Organizing center. The resources are divided by the requests from 
the night shift foremen. Work groups are formed, the equipment is 
allocated and the operators go to the parking area to get the 
equipment. lf a particular piece of equipment is due for service it 
can be exchanged for another one in the parking area. The parking 
area attendant will feed the register numbers of outgoing and 
incoming equipment into the control system. 
Steveco has two workshops in Kotka, one in the Main port and an 
other one in Hietanen. AlI equipment, which are not in use, is 
parked in the workshop parking areas. The Equipment department, 
to which the workshops belong, will charge the Operation for the 
use of equipment. The investment and the running costs are 
charged with a two level system. 
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The charge consists of a monthly base rent, which should cover 
the investment costs of the equipment. The base rent is defined by 
the monthly need of equipment, which the Operation defines. The 
other level of the rent is the hour rent, which is charged according 
to the planned hours fed into the resource control application. The 
computer application starts the calculation of the hour rent 
whenever equipment is allocated by the Organizing center. The 
purpose of the rent is to 
- 	Transfer the cost of maintenance and usage to the 
actual user, that is the Operation. 
- 	Make the usage more efficient. 
- 	Give the Operation a mathematical model for 
optimizing the number of base equipment. 
Preventive maintenance is based on planned hours with a fixed 
250 hour service interval. Planned hours don't measure the actual 
usage of the equipment because the Operation doesn't always 
remember to free the equipment in time after the duty. This might 
cause too short service intervais. Steveco has been considering a 
similar fuel follow-up system to the one used in Rauma. The fuel 
distribution is aiready centralized. 
Scheduled services are classed from 1 to 8. The odd numbered 
services are for overail checks and for changing oils. The services 
2 and 6 are for changing filters and the services 4 and 8 are more 
thorough ones. 
The actual internal invoicing has not yet started. The division into 
profit centers stili isn't completely clear. The Operation is stiil 
reserving more capacity that it generally needs. The invoicing 
should make the Operation ponder the profitability of reserving the 
equipment. The preliminary follow-up revealed that the need for 
movers, with the current base need of 16, was on an average only 
8. The Operation was paying the base rent for eight extra movers, 
which could have been used elsewhere. 
The Operation pays a penalty fee (double hour rent) for equipment 
not included in the base number. The Equipment department pays 
a penalty fee (five times the hour rent) if it can't come up with the 
number of equipment the Operations has defined as its base need 
within two hours of an allocation. 
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if the Operation and the Equipment department both form profit 
centers, there are some flaws in the current system considering the 
overali profitability of the company. Unnecessary invoicing can 
occur if the Operation aiiocates equipment to nonexisting works 
when it knows that the Equipment department is short of 
equipment. The Equipment department can hire capacity from an 
third party equipment owner if the rent is lower than the penaity 
fee. Paying money to outside companies is hardly a wanted act and 
it would probably be more economical to pay for a possible 
overtime to repair atlocated equipment instead. 
The Steveco information system is an exceilent tool for resource 
planning. However, it doesn't suite weli as a workshop information 
system. The system offers some good services for the workshop 
iike the possibility of exchanging aiready allocated equipment for 
another. This makes it easy to keep to the planned maintenance 
scheme. The maintenance history of the equipment can be fed into 
the system, but only as text so it's not possible to make statisticai 
reports. 
The workshop in Hietanen has started to develop a tool with the 
Paradox data base program for the use of the workshop foremen. 
The application wouid make it possible to foiiow the proceedings of 
individual maintenance works and the maintenance history of the 
equipment. The development has only started and the company is 
contemplating getting a mainframe system for the workshop 
foHow-up. Considering the smali size of the workshop activities a 
mainframe system seems too big for the task. 
A mainframe package includes usually functions that are not 
needed but which are ali the same paid for. Even ready made 
systems need tuning and additional development work which is 
usually very expensive. One thing that shouid aiso be considered is 
the deveiopment in the PC-computers. In the past five years the 
ratio of capacity and price have been increasing and any system 
plans which are not founded on recent figures shouid be remade. 
Systems created around PC-computers are becoming more and 
more attractive both price and performance wise. 
A data network aiready exists in the port through which the 
workshops could get resource information and send back reports 
from their own information systems. The data needed on the higher 
departmental leveis could be for example reports of the 
consumption of spares, man hours and absences. It seems that the 
study on the actuai information needs of the different interested 
parties is undone. 
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3.3 	The Test FoIIow-up Model 
The problems in the Finnish ports seem to be the same as those in 
the developing countries. The co-operation between the Operation 
and the Maintenance is not working in the best possible way. The 
workshop is seen as a second rate department of the port and the 
work motivation is tow in the workshop. The principles of Just On 
Time production has in Finland led to situations where some parts 
aren't immediately obtainable from the manufacturer and the 
waiting times can go up to several weeks. The need for equipment 
follow-up and preventive maintenance prevails. 
The follow-up systems are very different in different ports. In 
Finland the systems are more centralized and Operation centered. 
It must be remembered that the systems have usually been 
developed before the rapid developments of the PC-computers. 
The practical workshop work is more or less the same universally. 
The studied ports have chosen the strategy of preventive 
maintenance. The preventive maintenance is based on some 
variable that measures the usage of equipment. The maintenance 
work is documented in a work order and is partly summarized in 
the information system. The statistics include usually a follow-up 
of the cumulation of maintenance costs on a piece of equipment or 
equipment group. 
Applying the strategy of a centralized system in the container 
terminal workshop of the Dar Es Salaam port is impossible. The PC 
based computer systems in the compared ports are on the other 
hand in an early development state and they aren't planned for the 
managerial level. The structure for an information system has to be 
constructed from scratch. For the test follow-up model the work 
order (Appendix 1) was renewed (Appendix 2) to meet the 
demands of the new system. The idea was to first concentrate on 
the main information and to simpiify the system by cutting down 
unnecessary paper work. 
3.3.1 	The Foflow-up Variabies 
The main activities in a workshop are the service and maintenance 
work. One crucial difference between a workshop in a developing 
country and a workshop in an industrialized country is the price 
level. The price level changes the cost structure. tn  developing 
countries the cost of the spare parts used in maintenance work is 
much higher than the cost of the manpower. The lack of well 
trained maintenance personnel stiil makes it important to organize 
the use of manpower efficiently, which is difficult to accomplish 
without a follow-up of man hours and maintenance personnel. 
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The work order is divided into four sections: 
The Headiine section individualizes the maintenance work and 
includes the reference information which makes it possible to later 
find the document. 
Preparation and planning includes a break-down of the maintenance 
work into the main operations. The idea is to write down the daily 
time used for a specific operation on a haif-hour basis. There is a 
special row to write down the dates and the total waiting times. 
The total Workshop hours are obtained by summing up the total 
hours for ali operations. 
The Working Staff section individualizes the workers by using their 
personnel number for every maintenance operation. The working 
hours are divided into Normal and Overtime hours (O/T). The total 
is the number of Man-hours used for the work. 
The Material Expenditure section includes the spares and lubricants 
consumed in the different operations. The section includes the 
signature of the storekeeper (STO.SIGN) because the work order is 
pianned to replace the forms for taking out items from the 
workshop's own store. 
Here are the main variabies of the Work Order (Appendix 2): 
Number (the smallest data unit of maintenance work). The 
work number is currently divided depending on the group 
classification of the equipment. The form of the number is 
Ixxx/yy/mm/nnn: 
xxx = 	The equipment group code (ex.SSG) 
yy = 	Current year 
mm = Current month 
nnn = 	The monthly running maintenance number. 
- 	MachinePart & no: The identifier of the equipment or part. 
- 	Work description, given by the controller/authorizer. 
DATE, TIME IN(OUT)/The dates and times for receival and 
delivery of the work. The difference should be the WORK-
SHOP HOURS taking into account the work shifts and 
holidays. 
- 	METER READING The running hours/km's of the equipment 
- 	OP/No /Operation number. Reference number for combining 
the materiais and man-hours used in the same operation. 
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The workshop stiil doesn't have a fixed cost for a maintenance 
hour. That's why only the consumables have a cost coiumn 
(Cost/SHS = Tanzanian ShiIIing). The man-hour cost is currentiy so 
low that it couid aimost be overlooked. The system must however 
be able to keep track of the man-hours because manual work is the 
key element in maintenance. If the basic salaries were to be 
changed, the system must be abie give enough information for 
estimating the impact on the total maintenance costs. 
The Harbor Authority's Accounting department has started to 
coitect information about the man hours of ali three ciassifications 
of workers. The Accounting department probabiytries to determine 
separate mean costs for the different ciasses. 
In the industrialized countries the workshops usually have one fixed 
price for the maintenance hour. Using only one fixed price is ciear 
and it decreases the possibility of errors. This system could well be 
adopted in the container terminal workshop. 
The mean price should include the overheads and the costs of the 
workshop administration. The mean time could be then defined as 
the weighted average of the salaries of the maintenance personnel. 
The price of the maintenance hour could be ratified annually during 
the preparation of the budget. 
3.3.2 	The Forms 
The new information system (Picture 6) is based on the new work 
order {1}. 
The data from the work orders is transferred to the history cards 
{2} from which it is possibie to make summaries and reports 
depending on the needs {3} (Appendix 3 and Appendix 10). The 
work order can be opened either for an internal workshop 
maintenance work or for servicing equipment after a request from 
the Operation. 
For internal works there is no need to fiil in a service request. The 
service request has been adopted oniy for the sake of information 
exchange between the Operation and the Maintenance {8}. 
There are several check lists {5} to ease the practical maintenance 
work. Some check lists are even fiied, which is unnecessary and 
space consuming. The information value of the Iists is low because 
they usually have ali tasks check marked anyway. 
SUPPORTI NG 
FU NCTIONS 
WORKSHOP BAI$ 
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OPERATION 	OMIS 
Piclure 6 chart ot the New Information System 
The possible defects found during the inspection should be 
reported to the foreman or filled into the work order as remarks. 
The filing of check Iists has probably been an excuse for not 
properly filling the actual work orders. 
There is stiil a vast number of forms for getting items from the 
store. The forms could be reptaced by a system consisting of work 
orders and a Iog book. The Iog book would be kept in the store and 
the numbers of the work orders and the items given out would be 
filled in it. The Iog book would also contain information about who 
signed out the items. The work order will be signed by the store 
kee per. 
The authority of using the store is on a high level. Probably a fear 
of misusages of the store has Ied to many forms. This mistrust 
turns against itself when the spares can't be taken out if the 
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management is not present. On the other hand, the mere number 
of forms doesn't discontinue forms for non-existing works. A 
simple and clear system is easy to control, using a Iog book it is 
possible to check if the signatures and quantities match those in 
the work orders. 
The running hours/kilometers are collected weekly on separate 
forms {7}. The consumption of fuel are reported on a form used by 
the fuel delivery station {6}. At this point of the planning it should 
be decided which system should keep track of the fuel 
consumption the EMS or the OMIS. It would seem natural for the 
Operation to follow the total running costs and in that case also 
the fuel consumption. 
For the information exchange between the Operation and the 
workshop, the Equipment service request is used {8} (Appendix 4). 
The idea of the form, when it's properly filled, is to reveal the 
weaknesses in the information exchange. This means, for instance, 
situations where the maintenance work is completed but the 
machine has not been collected by the Operation. When the co-
operation starts working better the the form can be abolished and 
the work orders will be opened without extra forms. The Operation 
can use a tabe for the equipment follow-up, which can contain the 
estimated finishing times of individual maintenance works. 
The workshop planning group has a Weekly Maintenance Schedule 
{4} and a Daily Equipment Allocation Form {9}, which is aimed 
towards enhancing of the information flow between the Operation 
and the workshop. 
The Weekly Maintenance Schedules {4} (Appendix 5) are 
to be filled based on the scheduled service. The form 
should be presented in the first planning meeting of the 
week. In the meeting the best times to maintain the 
equipment should be agreed upon. The form states the 
type of maintenance and the estimated time for the work 
to be accomplished. 
The Daily Equipment Allocation form {9} (Appendix 6) is to 
be presented in every planning meeting. The workshop 
should fili in the column of the available equipment. The 
form is actually a tool for planning the usage of the 
resources for the next three shifts. The planning will show 
if there is a shortage of equipment. When the co-operation 
is working the Operation should be able to request that the 
workshop put extra effort into the maintenance of key 
equipment. 
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3.3.3 	The Statistics 
The follow-up of the work orders was prepared with Lotus 123, 
which is a PC based spread sheet. The first statistics were for the 
utilization of the manpower. The choice was natural because the 
World Bank was also studying the man-power and the possibility of 
introducing a incentive program in the port. 
To be able to start using incentives there has to be a reliable 
follow-up of the working time and a study of the need for capacity. 
The reasons cited for the project were observations of Iow working 
morale in the port. The lack of morale has been seen to be caused 
by the low salaries, which doesn't guarantee a sufficient real 
income for the majority of the workers. 
The work orders were collected every monday and the working 
hours of the previous week were fed into the spread sheet. These 
hours included also the hours of the unfinished works. 
The total man hours were collected from a daily work hour form 
which was sent to the Accounting department. The form states the 
total number of personnel and their working hours per working 
class. The spread sheet will calculate the daily and weekly 
utilizations. A data base was created and an application was 
implemented for work order and equipment foilow-up. 
3.4 	EMIS the Data Base and the Application 
The workshop was using (in May -91) two OLIVETTI PC-XT 
computers, with 20 MB hard disks. The port project also has a 
BORLAND PARADOX ver 3.01 data base at it's disposal. The 
PARADOX program demands quite little of the computer. Only Iess 
than 3 MB of hard disk capacity, 640 kB of RAM and MS-DOS ver. 
3.xx. Into this environment an application was implemented for 
(Picture 7): 
- 	Updating the equipment and maintenance history data 
bases. 
- 	Updating the causes or the service groups data base, 
which is used for finding out the characteristic failures. 
- 	Updating and creating work order data bases, which are 
the basis for ali follow-up calculations. 
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EMIS 
b p' :1 : 	 ;i ;. ;tt 
FLL REPORT,MTTR1,MTBF1 NEW 
TADLES: Standard reports+ TMIES: 
woyyyy (3) modified reports 
-I 
YYYY 
Calculation of: I Machines MUR MTBF ______ 
Causes 
TAELES 
MTTR MTBFj 
Picture 7 The Structure ot EMIS 
Printing follow-up reports like the work orders for an 
equipment, the mean time between failures and so on. The 
default in ali reports is the A4 paper, which can easily be 
changed with the basic commands of the PARADOX 
pro g ram. 
The PC based program implementation has several advantages like 
a large number of users, a big amount of applications and the 
proportionally low price of the computers. The large number of 
users ensures the continuing development. The big amount of 
applications can be a disadvantage if the chosen program is not in 
a wider use. This is a minimal risk with the Borland products. 
Borland Ltd is one of the most popular developer of language 
compilers and data bases. The low price can be described by the 
fact that for the price of one mmi computer one can get, depending 
on the configuration, from five to ten PC computers. 
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The impiemented application uses the existing computer capacity, 
which doesn't inhibit the appiication in any way. The application 
was kept simple on purpose and it was buiit using the basic 
PARADOX commands. This will make it easy to administrate and 
change even with minimum training or studies of the manuais. 
The choice of a universal development tool makes it easier to buy 
outside knowledge for further development. The data base program 
includes the foliowing data types, which the later presented data 
bases consist of 
DATA TYPE 	EXPLANATION 
D 	 Date of format dd.mm.yy 
S 	 An integral number (Short number) 
N 	 Floating point number 
Ax 	 String (x=the number of characters) 
* 	 Is added to the type to describe an indexed field, 
which means that the fieid can only have unique 
values. 
3.4.1 	The Data Bases Structure 
WORK ORDERS. The basic data is kept in the work order data 
bases. The data bases are automatically named WOyyyy, where 
yyyy stands for the year. When a new data base or table, as it is 
called in the PARADOX program manuals, is created the user is 
prompted for the year. The application will use a data base named 
MODELWO as a model when it's creating new data bases. Any 
changes made to the MODELWO data base or its reports will be 
transferred to ali data bases which are created after that. The 
MODELWO data base is actuaiiy copied with its reports during the 
creation of a new work order table. The WOyyyy consists of the 
foilowing fields. 
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The structure of the data base is based on the new work order 
form. Most of the data could however be found on the old form as 
well. The YEAR/MONTH/NUMBER fields refer to the indentifier 
fields on the top of the form. The type of equipment (FEL/SSG etc.) 
is not fed to the system because it is uniquely described by the 
registration number (WS-REG-NO). The equipment has been 
grouped to classes 000-500 depending on their type (Appendix 7). 
The fields for the DATEIN and DATEOUT are found on the top of 
the form. The DATEIN is used when the mean time between 
failures is calculated (MTBF). 
The fields WS-HOURS and MAN-HOURS refer to Workshop hours 
(the worked hours between the starting date and finishing date) 
and the used Man hours. The mean time to repair (MTTR) 
calculation is based on these hours. 
The costs are fed into the *..coST fields. The cost types are 
divided into work-; spare- and lubricating costs. A space for the 
liters of lubricating oil has been reserved. If there will be a fixed 
price for the man hours the calculation of work costs can be 
automated. 
The other fields include data about the meter reading at the 
maintenance moment (H-METER), the cause or type of 
maintenance (CAUSE) and a tag if the maintenance has been a 
scheduled one (PRE-MAINT) are fed. The scheduled maintenances 
will not be included when calculating the MTTR and MTBF figures. 
Field Type 
REMARKS 
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MACHINES . Ali equipment types are fed into the MACHINE table. 
The tabie can be used as a reference (lookup) table when data from 
the work orders is fed to the WOyyyy tabie. The description of the 
MACHINE data base is: 
The data base has been indexed by the registration number of the 
equipment (WS-REG-NO), because there can't be twa pieces of 
equipment by the same number. The other fields are common with 
the old History card (Appendix 8). The THA-ASSET is a inventor 
code given by the Harbours Authority. The EQ-TVPE is the same as 
the group code in the work numbers (FELISSG etc.) and EQ-DESC-
RIPTION is the literal expianation of the code. The other 
specifications of the equipment are fed into the fields 
MANUFACTURER, MODEL, MANUFACTURER-NO (serial number). 
The information of the power source is fed to ENGINE and ENGINE-
NO fields. The field CAPACITY states the nominal capacity of the 
equipment. The nominal handling capacity for the VALMET FLT 
4212 is for instance 40 (tons). 
The fieid ProCURED is for the date of purchase and the PR10E-USD 
for the price in US-dollars. Wheter the prices will be foilowed in 
USD or in Shillings is of course up to the local administration. 
However while the equipment is procured abroad and usually paid 
for in USD it would be Iogical to foilow the investment in doiiars. If 
the same practice is followed for the spares, the purchasing price 
of the spares won't get distorted because of the devaluation of the 
local exchange. To Iist other observations there is a REMARKS 
fieid. 
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CAUSES/MAINTENANCE TYPES. The old work order (Appendix 1) 
has 93 different codes for the follow-up of the causes for break-
downs and the condition of the spares. The basic idea was 
apparently to find out the typical failures. The codes are however 
not grouped in a Iogical way, the list seems rather like it had 
appended whenever the need has arose. 
The CAUSES data base is grouped in hierarchies. The causes can 
be appended by means of a more detailed division after the main 
probiem area, like the most costly or most time consuming, have 
been found. The data base is defined as 
And the preliminar classes are defined as: 
CAUSES-/MAINTENANCE TYPES: 
'100 PREVENTIVE MAINT. 
200 MOTOR 
300 TRANSMISSION 
400 ELECTRICAL 
500 TYRES 
600 ACCESSORIES 
900 OTHER 
The classification is hierarchial consisting of a three number code. 
Under each class there can be sub-classes. The classification is 
planned to be used also for the scheduled maintenances, which 
could mean different things for different equipment. To be able to 
do this the preventive maintenance system should be more exactly 
defined and the common features should be found. The subdivision 
could be as foliows 
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110 BASIC SERVICE 1 
120 BASIC SERVICE 2 
130 ANNUAL SERVICE 
190 SPECIAL SERVICE 
3.4.2 The Application Structure 
The entire appiication has been constructed with the programming 
language PAL of the PARADOX program. PAL can be compared 
with the high level computer languages. The difference is that the 
program code doesn't need to be compiled. It can be written and 
run in the ASCII format (a standardized way of coding the 
characters in a PC computer). The PAL language includes both the 
normal control constructions and the commands for manipulating 
the data bases. 
The application consists of a main program (EMIS.SC) and of seven 
sub programs (FILL.SCI REPORT.SC, OT-REP.SC, W0-REP.SC, 
MTR1 .SC, MTBF1 .SC, NEW.SC). The program is run with the DOS 
command PARADOX EMIS. For the EMIS program a sub directory 
should be founded. A good place to put it wouid be under the 
PARADOX program directory where ali EMIS programs and data 
bases should be copied to. Before starting the program this newiy 
founded directory should be made the working directory with the 
configuration program of PARADOX (CUSTOM.SC ). 
The EMIS program wilI run in the directory where it has been 
started. The name of the directory can be chosen freely. The name 
of the hard disk will however be expected to be C:. 
The program wiil function interactiveiy asking the user to choose 
the target work order tabies (WOyyyy) and the types of reports for 
print outs. The main menu of the EMIS program is presented in the 
foliowing window (EMIS.SC ): 
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Erigineering Mana' nt Information Sy 
EMIS Main 
The main menu selections enabie the user to FILL the tabies, print 
out REPORTS, create NEW work order tabies and GUIT the 
pro g ram. 
Seiecting Fili (FILL.SC) will ask the user to seiect one from a iist of 
ali existing tabies in the current directory. The user can either 
select the data base or return to the main menu by pressing the 
ESC key. In case of a selection the application goes into the editing 
mode using the default input form, like the modified one shown for 
a WOyyyy , and creates a new empty record for the user to fiil. 
The Input form is filled using the basic PARADOX commands. 
When a form is being fiiied the user can aiso update old 
information. The keys PAGE UP and PAGE DOWN move the user 
between the records in the table. Whiie filling the work order data 
base the user can get a value from an iookup table by pressing Fi. 
In the WS-REG-NO fieid, a number is taken from the MACHINES 
tabie and in the causes field from the CAUSES tabie. 
.tr) 
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Filling the work order table 
For reporting, REPORTS (REPORTS.SC) is selected, after which 
either TABLES (WO-REP.SC) or OTHERS (OT-REP.SC) is selected. 
The selection of TABLES gives the users again a iist of ali tables in 
the directory. After one of the four reporting modeis is chosen, the 
user has to specify if the printout will go to the printer or the 
screen. 
The reporting module has some weaknesses. The module expects 
a table to have four report modeis. This means that ali tabies must 
to have at least four reports and if there are more than four the 
others can't be used. The reports of the Work order and Machine 
tabies are (Appendix 10) 
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TABLES 	OTHER RETUPN 
REPORT OF EXISTING TABLES 
CHOOSE THE TABLE AND PRESS ENTER 
Wo1990 Machines Causes Mttr Ntbf Modelwo 	Wo1991 
R 	123 
STANDARD REPORT 
SCREEN 	PR1NTER: . . II 	. 
SCREEN 
Now viewing Page 1 of Page Width 1 
Press any key to continue 
WORK ORDER 
28.04.91 Standard report Page 	1 
WS- ... 	 WS MAN LUB. 
REG-N0 WORK OR. DATEIM. 	-H .-H LTR 	CAUSE METER 
207 	90/11/ 46 11.12.90 	15 22 5 	500 
21 	90/11/ 77 22.11.90 	10 23. 100 5237 
305 	90/11/ 86 16.11.90 	16 60 400 
301 	90/11/ 87 20:11.90 	24 110 200 1053 
14 	90/11/ 96 22 11.90 	8 14 Y 	110 25002 
90/11/101 23.11.90............ 6 6 400 
25 	90/11/103 23 11 90 	6 11 30 	Y 	190 4389 28 	90/11/104 22.11.90 	6 5 . 	 900 2896 
16 	9O.J11/iOS 23.11.90 	1 1 •... 	 400 181 	90/11/109 24 11 90 	3 3 500 
19 	90/11/110 24.11 90 	1 3. 400 
Reporting example (EMIS) 
WORK ORDER TABLE (WOyyyy.DB) 
R 	Standard Report. Work orders grouped by the month and 
sorted by the number. 
1 	Maintenance per Machine. Work orders grouped by the 
machines and sorted by month and number. 
2 	Maintenance pro Maintenance type. Work orders grouped 
by the cause/maintenance type and sorted by month and 
number. 
3 	Cost .of Maintenance pro Machine. The cumulative 
maintenance costs pro equipment group. 
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MACHINES TABLE (MACHINES.DB) 
R 	Standard Report. The equipment grouped by the type and 
sorted by the number (demands a iandscape A4 with the 
condensed text type). 
1 	Machines per Manufacturers. The equipment grouped by 
the manufacturers and sorted by the numbers. 
2 	Dates of Procurement. The equipment grouped by their 
types and sorted in descending order by the purchasing 
date. 
3 	Basic information. The key information of the equipment. 
This is in practice a simpiified standard report fitted to and 
portrait A4 paper. 
The information that is in the Appendix reports contain both actual 
and fictional data. The idea of this is only to show which form the 
data is presented in. Defining a fifth report won't automaticaliy 
make it appear in the menus. The reporting module (REPORT.SC) 
has to be revised and ali the other tabies should also be added with 
a fifth report. The reporting module doesn't show the actual 
description texts of the reports. 
The clumsiness of the report choosing is due to the lack of 
programming tools. With PARADOX functions, it isn't possible to 
check the number of defined reports in a table. Ali tabies must 
simultaneously have four defined reports, even if they are copies of 
the same report, otherwise a program error will occur. 
The menu choice OTHERS gives two options. The user can choose 
a calculation of the MTTR (Mean Time To Repair) or the MTBF 
(Mean Time Between Failure) for a certain equipment during a 
certain year. The values won't be calculated for those work orders 
which are caused by scheduled maintenance i.e. records which 
have the letter Y(es) in the PRE-MAINT field. 
The MTTR module (MTTR1 .SC) calculates two values for the piece 
of equipment selected by the user. One value is the work shop 
hours divided by the number of break-down work orders and the 
other is the man-hours divided by the same number. These values 
are saved in a MTTR table which the user can add the values of 
several pieces of equipment and print out a report through the 
REPO RTS selection. If the MTTR table doesn't exist the application 
will create it automatically. if the table exists the application will 
ask the user if it should be cleared of the previous data. 
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GIVE THE NUMBER OF THE M?CHINE 0 to return) 
MTTR MTBF RETURN 
RETURN TO MAIN MENU 
Calculating the MTTR (EMIS) 
The MTBF module (MTBF1 .SC) calculates the difference between 
the DATEIN values of the work orders of selected equipment. The 
MTBF value will be a number of dates whereas the MTTR 
calculates hours. The MTBF value is a gross value including the 
eventual holidays etc. The values will be saved like the MTTR 
values in a MTBF table, the same things applies to both the MTBF 
and the MTTR tabies. 
To create a new work order table, the choice NEW (NEW.SC) 
should be selected. The user is then prompted for the year (yyyy) 
and the application wiH create a table named WOyyyy, if it doesn't 
already exist. The name is fixed because the MTTR and MTBF 
modules expect the work order tabies to have certain names. The 
new table will inherit the report modeis and forms of the 
MODELWO table. There is no selection for deleting tabies, this 
should be done with the PARADOX commands or with the 
operating system commands. This has been found to be a 
necessary precaution, especially with new applications and users. 
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FILL REPORTS NEW QUIT 
CREATE NEW WORK ORDER TALE::H ................................................. .... .:• 	. 
FILL REPORTS NEW QUIT 
EXIT THE PROGRAN 	 . 	. . 
Creating a new work order table 
3.4.3 	Comments about the Application 
The EMIS application should be seen as the first step in the 
development of a complete system. It is of utmost importance to 
get the system into trial use and to create a team to improve and 
further develop the application. The pros of the application are 
+ 	It makes it easy to combine the loose information of the 
work order forms into usable reports for the management. 
+ 	There will be a reduction of manual work and errors in 
summarizing the data. Feeding the data into the system 
makes the filing of work orders easier. Work orders can be 
sorted only by the work number without grouping them by 
the equipment. The simplification of the filing system will 
increase the probability of finding the work order later on if 
the need for specified data arises. 
+ 	The ease of use. The application demands very IittIe 
knowledge from a user who only feeds in data or prints out 
reports. 
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The major cons of the application are 
The small scale. A complete system can never be created 
at once. The system work will be a co-operation between 
the user and the developer on the way towards an ideal 
system. The current application is lacking the follow-up 
modules for the personnel and the stores. 
Some program solutions could be improved. The values of 
the MTTR/MTBF should be able to be calculated for a 
group of equipment also. The interactivity could be 
improved in the reporting modules. 
4 ACTIVITY ANALYSIS 
4.1 	Information analysis 
The new work order was taken into pilot use in October 1990. At 
first the utilization of manpower was followed (Picture 8). The 
figures from this computation did not look good with a total 
utilization being around 30 %. 
Picture 8 Utilization of Workshop Manpower 
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According to a World Bank study the condition of the information 
system in 1990 was so poor, that the excess capacity could not be 
defined. The study however estimated that the workshop was 
overstaffed and could do without half of its personnel. The 
remaining haif, which had vital working roles, could then be paid a 
decent salary. A better salary is believed to motivate the personnel 
to better performances and to develop their professional skills. In 
the current state of the analysis an estimate of a utilization 
between 30 and 50 % seems optimistic (Picture 9). 
Picture 9 Workshop Total Utilization 
4.1.1 	The Reliability 
The received data should be analyzed with reservations. The old 
system produced a lot of paper and the people in the workshop had 
been accustomed to the practise of the management not reading 
the actual information in the papers as long as the papers seemed 
to be tidy. Problems are also created by the low level of education, 
it can't be taken for granted that alI of the employees are able to 
both read and write. 
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The basic concept of increasing the reliability is to simpiify the 
system. This makes it easier for a foreman or the management to 
spot errors. At first, almost ali work orders had to be handed back 
because they were improperiy fiiled. The working hours for 
example exceeded the time of the operation and the man hours 
exceeded the available daily hours. 
it was difficuit to make the personnel understand the importance of 
opening the work order for ali works. Some internal work was stili 
done without a work order. This causes the utiiization to appear 
somewhat iower than it actuaiiy is. The intentions of the foremen 
can be questioned i.e. some of the data might have been written to 
give an idealized picture of the actuai situation. it seems that there 
is a habit of giving the management figures they want to see 
instead of figures which teli the truth. The utiiization of one 
maintenance group during week 48 was 140 %. 
The work orders have been fiiied after the work has been finished, 
because the old form only inciuded the total time spent on 
maintenance. Using the new work order requires in principle a daily 
fiiling. Paper work wili be more equaliy divided in this way. One has 
to be systematic when filling out the forms. If some of the paper 
work is ieft undone, it might be difficult to remember the worked 
hours later. 
4.1.2 	Sufficiency 
The presented application is sufficient for coiiecting basic 
information. The application enabies the management to foliow the 
condition of the equipment with the MTBF and the MTTR values. 
At this point the scheduied maintenance is lefi in the background 
and the foiiow-up concentrates on finding causes for break-downs 
and typical equipment failures. 
The application makes it possible to spot the changes in the follow-
up values for a certain equipment group. A lot of failures in a 
certain group of equipment may stem from a background cause. An 
increase in the number of the trailer tire fiats might point to the bad 
condition of the pier paving. The appiication enabies, with the basic 
reports, a follow-up of the number of maintenance hours used on 
a specific piece of equipment. 
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The reporting shoutd be developed so that it would be possible to 
find out the current point on the economic life span graph. This 
would mean a continuous follow-up and filing of the MTBF values. 
It would be best to start the follow-up with the key equipment. The 
important aspect is the continuosity of the follow-up. Proper 
analysis can be done only if the data has been collected over a 
longer period of time. There is stili time to start the follow-up 
during the current project. This would give time to gather data over 
a period of two years. 
It has been estimated that in developing countries the graph of the 
MTBF values would rise more rapidly compared to the industrialized 
countries (Picture 10). This is said to be caused, among other 
things, by the maintenance attitudes and rougher use of the 
equipment. 
MTBF 
The econc 
Ifetime 
Picture 10 ibe Density of Fallures /31 
The values of MTBF will rise rapidly if maintenance is neglected 
and Iess rapidly if only corrective maintenance is done. To use 
equipment until it breaks down will cause damage to other parts as 
well (metal chips in the oil etc.). Preventive maintenance will make 
the economic lifetime of the equipment longer, which is important 
when the making new investments is difficult. 
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4.2 	Probiem Areas 
In a World Bank study of the maintenance situation in developing 
countries in general /9/, nine major problem areas were Iisted. 
1. Equipment follow-up is poor. Maintenance managements 
aren't collecting information or suitable follow-up systems 
are lacking. 
2. The co-operation between Operation and Maintenance is 
poor. The current information channels are either neglected 
or the management is not able to co-operate. 
3. Spares and materials are not available because of poor 
budgeting and insufficient storage follow-up. 
4. There is a motley fleet of equipment, which causes 
maintenance and operation problems. 
5. Preventive maintenance is inadequate which leads to 
numerous break-downs and to the early scrapping of 
equipment. Problem areas among other things include the 
Iow educational level of both maintenance and operational 
personnel. 
6. The workshop facilities and tools are unsatisfactory and 
good engineering practice is not followec. 
7. The harbour buildings, piers and work surfaces are in poor 
condition. lt endangers the handling operations and causes 
damage to the equipment. The cause is again 
mismanagement. 
8. The availability of equipment is low because preventive 
maintenance is poorly planned and carried out. 
9. 	The type and number of equipment is not sufficient to 
satisfy the operational needs. 
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In regards to Dar Es Salaam the first four statements in the list 
apply and the next two are aiso true in some cases. The general 
apperance of the port gives the impresson that there has been poor 
maintenance pian for the driveways and buiidings. Without a boost 
in general maintenance, the improving of equipment maintenance 
will be in vain if poor driveway conditions wili cause flats and 
broken rims. 
The worst probiem of the follow-up is once again the lack of a 
general system. Papers are fiUed in different sections of the ports 
but the coilected data is never summarized. The whole organization 
could use a touch of constructive seif criticism to find out if some 
of the paper work has become an end it itself. If that is the case 
then the paper work should be revised. 
The heavy mid management and the lack of general strategies is a 
probiem. Currently the mid management of the workshop is busy 
soiving the problems of the practicai maintenance work, which 
causes a lack of long range planning. The tasks of the different 
organization leveis shouid be defined and possible overiapping 
should be removed. 
The management should be able to rely on the ability of the 
technicians and to leave the practical work to them. The 
technicians should be able to do this because several technical 
courses have been held during the course of the development 
project. In addition, there is a organization of counter parts 
(Technicai Assistants), with whom technical issues can be 
discussed and solved. 
The work shop is in a situation where the criticism is moving easily 
downwards through the organization. Constructive discussions are 
not held over the probiems caused by the current state of affairs. 
There is no development of the existing system and no foiiow-up. 
The same errors wiii occur again because they are never 
documented. 
Co-operation between the managements of the Maintenance and 
the Operation is not working. The representatives of neither 
departments have enough vision to see the importance in co-
operation. 
The lack of general guide lines causes scattered follow-up. The 
Planning group would be the right piace for filing the maintenance 
histories and for making reports. Stiil the maintenance history is 
presently scattered and kept both by the Planning group cierks and 
by the technicians. 
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The running numbers for work orders are taken from different 
sources. To find a work order one has to know the type of the 
equipment and the type of probiem (electrical or mechanical). 
The paper work is unbelievably sioppy with few exceptions. The 
filing system is unclear and the work order Iists are biurry. The 
knowledge that every piece of information is hard to obtain Iessens 
the enthusiasm for follow-up. 
The lack of motivation can be seen in the employees who carry out 
the paper work. When no one takes any interest in the work it will 
be done with a minimum of effort. There has been no development 
of the paper work because it has been easy to explain that there is 
a lack of an overali system or that nothing is allowed to be 
developed without the permission of the Harbours Authority. 
The resistance to change is great. It seems that the main questions 
are how to make the present management: 
- 	Admit the lack of the current system. 
- 	Accept the necessity for change. 
- 	Become interested in developing the system in co-operation 
with the Technical Assistants. 
4.3 	The Interconnections Between Departments 
In the port organization there are several departments that need 
information from the workshop, such as, the Operation, the 
Accounting office, the Store keeping and the port management 
(Picture 11). The forms exist, but while the information handling 
capacity of the departments have deteriorated, the information is 
no longer filed or even asked for. 
When developing the system the starting point must be information 
which is vital to the workshop. The needs of the adjacent 
departments should be taken into account, if possible, when the 
type and format of the information is defined. The objective is to 
file the data in a format, which is detailed enough to enable the 
making of appropriate reports. Usually, due to a lack of 
communication, separate departments will gather information and 
put it into summaries containing the same basic data only in 
different formats. 
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A000UNTING 	STORE KEEPINC 
MAN HOURS 	\ 	 / 	
SPARE CONSUMPTION 
BUGOET FOLLOW ui \ / SPARE PURCHASES 
Workshop 
EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION 
SERVICE REQUESTS 
SERVICE PLANS 
FUEL CONSUMPTION 
SPARE CONSUMPTION 
STORES 
FUEL 
OPERATION 	 DISTRIB. 
Picture 11 The Port Information Exchange 
From the workshop point of view the most important day to day 
connection is the one with the Operation. The Operation shouid be 
interested in the equipment maintenance costs and the workshop 
should on the other hand be interested in the distribution of the 
port work load and its trying to pian activities according to peak 
situations. 
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5 THE F(JRTHER DEVELOPMENT OF EMIS 
The goals for the development work should be pondered criticaHy. 
The mere collecting of data is not a sufficient goal. The collected 
information should serve the decision making, development and the 
profitability targets. 
The major probiem is the unclear structure of the current system. 
The simplification of the system will make it clearer and easier to 
control. It will also make the collection and filing of data more 
systematic. 
The target of the near future should be to collect basic data for the 
later analysis. The analysis should improve the targeting of the 
preventive maintenance and make the lifetime of the equipment 
longer. 
Without the support of the management the development work is 
impossible and when the equipment becomes oider it will be harder 
and harder for the workshop to maintain the availability of the 
equipment. The workshop will start going from one crisis to 
another while no information or analysis exists for preventing them. 
To implement the system some basic physical frames should be 
created. This means mainly the rationalization of the paper work. 
lts importance should also be emphasized. The foliowing steps 
should be taken 
The management must start to support the follow-up. 
Currently, inorder to abolish the sloppiness of the system, 
it will demand a greater involvement, i.e. checking the 
paper work and demanding the reports. The importance of 
the work order as the basic document should be 
emphasized and the forms should be handled accordingly. 
A routine for accepting work should be defined and the 
same goes for the route of the work order. The defining of 
the route includes also defining the responsibilities, i.e. 
who should know where the work orders can be found. 
Specific work places or desks for the temporary filing of 
the work orders are to be decided. 
Every work place handling the work orders should have one 
specific place for the incoming and for the outgoing forms. 
This way, it is simple to collect the forms when it's time to 
make a monthly summary. 
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One room should be reserved as the files room, where the 
compieated work orders are fiied. The iogical way is to file 
the forms by the work number or grouped by the 
eq ui p me nt. 
A work order shouid be opened for ali works. If the 
workshop has a mechanic on duty there shouid be a work 
order for the duty work. In this way the personnel foliow-
up wili be quite accurate. 
5.1 	Expanding the System 
The first step in expanding the system is to include the spare part 
stores and the personnel management. Some of the data for the 
utiiization of the personnel has aiready been fed into the appiication 
from the work orders. An independent tabie of the entire personnel 
should be created in which the daiiy absences couid be fed. 
Combining the reported man hours and the total available personnel 
hours gives the utilization of the personnel. 
When expanding the system the question of purchasing more 
computer capacity will arise. if the basic ideas of creating relational 
data bases (the same data is to be stored only once) is foiiowed, 
the processing of the data bases wili not become too siow even 
with the current equipment. 
When the amount of data increases the space on the hard disk will 
run out. This can be soived either by purchasing bigger hard disks 
or more computers. The latter aiternative is to be recommended, 
because it wiil also add an extra storing unit, which wili prevent 
the feeding of the information from becoming a bottleneck. 
The haif-way target, in the expansion of the system, wouid be the 
purchasing of a computer for ali sub units (store, the sections of 
the workshop, personnel management). The computers wouid 
process the basic data and make summaries for the computer in 
the Planning or in the Managers office, which wili then make 
overali reports and analysis of the workshop for the management. 
The information exchange couid be carried out with data disks. 
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When the basic system is advanced enough for maintenance 
planning, it should also be able to send warnings to the storekeeper 
to check for the availability of spares for the incoming 
maintenances. The defining of the key spare parts is a goal of the 
store follow-up. This will reduce the effects of the current waiting 
time for spares, which can go up to months. The long waiting time 
is caused by the fact that spares have to be ordered with foreign 
exchange and the bureaucracy for that is heavy. 
5.2 	Connecting to Other Systems 
Connecting to other port systems would mean the defining of 
these systems. It's clear that one can't refer to an existing overail 
system. Hopefully when such a system is planned, the 
development work which has been done by the Maintenance and 
the Operation will be included. 
The border between the Operation's and the workshop's systems 
are to be defined. The ways of following the costs should be 
agreed upon. The main question is how the running costs should 
be defined. If the overhead costs of the workshop can be included 
in the cost of the maintenance hour, then the overail maintenance 
costs can be followed with the EMIS application. When both 
departments start using the same programming tool for the 
development some synergy benefits are bound to arise. 
The information system study made for the port suggested a 
distributed system model. In the model the departments would 
functions as independent information islands, which would report 
to the central administration according to its needs. Unfortunately, 
the needs nor the format of the information was defined in any 
way. 
The information system of the port has previously been centralized, 
which means that any problems with the system has caused 
trouble in the whole port. In the information island scheme, the 
problems of one department doesn't affect the internal system 
work of the others. 
The development of an overali information system will probably not 
be financed by one donor. The work is too big to handle and it 
would be fatal if the donor would change during the development 
or the impiementation work. Therefore it would be wise to define 
the overali system according to the build-up principle, though it 
would be good to include some sort of general guidelines. 
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The project coordinators should quickly define the general 
guidelines and strategies of the information system. This way these 
needs could be adopted during the planning and impiementation of 
the sub-systems. Altering the systems is usually much harder later 
on. 
There have also been some ideas that the computers could solve 
the existing problems by themselves. This is an unfortunate 
misunderstanding. Computerization needs good preparation work 
and a clearly defined way of working. With a well defined system, 
there will be no unnecessary collection of data, which is usually 
the case with over enthusiastic system development. 
6 CONCLUSIONS 
The container terminal workshops differ from customer workshops 
(such as automobile workshops) in the way that they are a part of 
the port itself. They are directly or indirectly responsible for the 
profitability of the port. The follow-up of the equipment is much 
more crucial, because the workshops customers will always service 
their equipment in the same place. 
The comparisons showed that system development in Finnish 
workshops is only in its starting stage. The need for a system 
exists, but no one is keen on paying for the development. Different 
maintenance practices and types of equipment make it difficult to 
directly apply one uniform system to other places or situations. 
In this research a typical port in a developing Country was studied, 
Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania. The main hurdles for development are the 
lack of motivation, managemental skills and will for Chaflge. The 
current information system in the port doesn't function and it can 
be said that any attempt at development can only be for the better. 
The main follow-up variabies were defined and Collected into a 
work order form. To file and report the data, an application was 
created with PARADOX, a PC based data base program. 
The reflections of this study give a picture of the current problems 
in the workshop. The created application Can be used as a tool in 
the follow-up. The application is now ready to be used with real 
data and it will be a part of an overail workshop management 
system. The application includes the follow-up of the actual work 
and its costs. A separate study should be made to connect the 
personnel management and the spare part follow-up. The 
modularity of the application makes it possible to implement new 
features. 
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WORK ORDER 	 APPENDIX 1 
ORT 	 SECT!O4 	 DATE________________ 
.-fl. 
3 WORK iEQUEST 
EOUIPMENT J EX?END&TUE iN:T:AT0R 	MACHINE/P.4.RT• 	W,SHOp/REG NO* REMOVED FOM 	LLOC.\TION 
Jcc 	3r.  1 frOOLS 	41RROR 	IMW-rI 1DATE N 	jTTME 
DATE REQUtRED 	TIME 
WCRK DESCRIPTION:_________________________________ ________________________ 
SfGNATURE AND C/NO 
.'tUTHORIZING OFFICER 
DAT_____________________ 
:PEPxLTION AND PLANNING 
TART 	EX?ECTED 1 ACTTJAL 
COMPLETION CCMPLETtON 
1NG 	INSTRJCTIGNS:- 
TIME_______________________ 
SIONATURE______________ 
Ä't)P.K R?ORT 1 NORMAW CONT. :N C3NTR. '.VAANTY OLT 
TY?E 0t RE?AIR CORR MAiNT. PREV MAINTI JACCDENT1 j MOD[FIC.VrION. 
(' 	 'VORI( AStLV 
- 1 PROD. - PROJECT fETH3DFQgK - ON _______ - ______________ 
r) COMrLETENESS EW PARTS REC 7.1S 'OLD 	ART3I '4ON.CHARGE.A3L 
G!LTE 	1 \' ETE 1 kVvL t3 AS ML 
1.CT A A \• 	•\' PEST;T CHEC:<s 
s. 	1 	1 CIFONET 	 1 SYMPTON 1 	 JAUSE 
CP NO 	WORK/OPERATr0N 	SL3-5ECTION 
C. 'O 	- 	 SiGNATTRz____________________ 
QLTY CONTROL 
1ST EJECT_____________________ 	 SECOr4D REJECT__________________ 
'SSED iNSPEfloN MONTI-iLY WORK TIC(ET TNTIALED. ____________________________ 
F MATERIALS EXPENDETURE 
G DIRECT LABOUR EXPENDLTURE DETAILS:. 
DATE 
MANPOWER .ALLOCATION 	 O/T 
WEEK 
NORMAL. DAY 
ART. 1 	.ART. 1! 	kRT. [11 	ASST. 	HRS 	HRS 
ART. 
O/T 	TOTAL KRS 	- 
SUNDAYS 	EQUIVALENT 
AND 	.:. ATART. fi 
P/1-{OLIDAYS 	LEVEL 
1-IRS 
_ 1 ___ ____ ____ __ __ ____ 
______ 
1• 
___ ___J 
__ _____ ____ ______ 
__ __ __ 1 ___ 
______________ _______ ______ 1 
TOTÄL EQ[EVALENT MAN POIJRS AT .ART. fi GR..ADE) 
1-1 DETAILED REPORTNG CODES 
SVMPTO.'.IS 
01 InOoeqat,yo 
32 roeen,,lienr 
.J31.ow oertnrn,anco 
04 Noi3v 
35 OlI 'eauency 
06 Ooz ot aoioslmem, 3Ignreent 
37 Overneetunq 
08 Unslaoieisurqinq 
39 Iroeiereiice.• 8inainq 
0 5cess lioraoon 
1 Loka5e 
2 RPM out-ol.I,mo 
3 	 out- ot.Ium,t 
4 Presur oi-ot-.mo 
:5 Se,zeo 
6 io.on iO4 CflflSutnntion 
7 L1,qfl  no consumot,on 
3 ncorrcy 0so,avs 
9 Metajniii 
3 OiI 7,  Baiance 
jrou 1)1,1 ,r-hn'ir 
22 V,s,oe aeIecl 
23 nsutf,C,ent cobol 
24 LOw SeflSntivigy 
5 0cntam,nt,øn 
26 Time 000,,eo 
27 Low Mmm ieaabng 
28 Oub or soeCiricat,on 
29 No baCkqi0000 Nois. 
30 No 5cm 
31 Soemos Coreor Dram 
32 'lign/Low, No electticaI oubauc 
33 Arcinq'onorninq 
34 Poor 'esolotion 
45 tow iiluminarion 
.36 BYTE Srror L.qflf 
37 (3crou, NOiS. 
38 Pwear,oe Ma,nbormnce 
39 C.rcun 8reaev 'r'oaino 
jO Reau,,e caIioration 
1 Bequire Conrronc ceco 
.12 9nauuas Sanmv argieq 
43 Ole,, 
IAIITY 3NQmcN 
44 
45 d,ouen 
.19 Gracked 
.17 D,storte 
18 Scoreri 
-9 vVOrn 
50 Oiscoloured 
ii Qi,r,1i,ienrancq 
52 Ooacoeo 
53 3,cea 
54 Bearrrq cilod 
35 Bern 
36 Brusn lainaa 
37 Surnt oul, acm 
38 Ohanoma Valoa 
59 M.ssnnq 
30 LminiI 
51 .21nnooea 
12 
33 I.cose 
54 Onrilaa 
35 -J,rw 
36 °rojer, 
.37 1 inq 	SSec1 
38 Groonaen 
'39 insIallea lmrOow; 
-0 'ncned 
71 
72 LJr,oalancea 
2 'Jnslaoia 
4 Shorrrra 
'8 	ona ,jiae 	...... 
76 Sanoen 
APOSABLa C0iu 
76 Oesnan 
79 No,mai joe 
50 7011v MFG ocecioe 
31 auurv V.a,n,enance 
32 Fnunrv ReOUnld 
33 7,0y Cal'o,arnon 
64 Damagea on .5mCOIOI 
95 WeCirher Gjn,non 
36 Gunraminanon 
37 °oee.qn 08-J,Ccn,oar 
58 i3tOe, aaro 
39 Faunv ?"isavariQfl 
50 Misusir 
91 Jnflelerrr,,nnd 
32 Oriro, 
ACTION 
P1 NSPECTED Qreenrmnefv 
P4 °0JUSTD OreeefllineiV 
P6 55P4lRED orm,.nlnoe.y 
PC - SEPLACEO orever,rme*o 
Cl . -NSPSCTED corr,cr,wenr-
i2A i3O3IJSTE0 oerocrioe - v 
CR - °EPAlRED orrectieno 
-2C °67L,ICEO-OIr 
1 . ,1i7GFC4. J2N 
iC'l 	-'.-iR0E4.3L1 
'.IAINTEN,iNC 
• Accno.rn dammq. 
2 - 'Ansus., iy Fire aamaos 
3 ,7j0  rtanraqe 
4 . auitv worO 0 
5 - Jn-tectrvo inabernal 
	1' 
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	NUMBER: 
WOAK ORDER 
WORK REQUEST 
MACHINE/PART 	 w/SHOP/REG. NODATEIN -TIME 	
JDATr: - 
------------ ------ ____ ------ - 	-- ------- 	
S -- _____ 	__ -- - 
J - 
WORK DESCR IPTION: 	vIETERRPLGj±2j12__ 	
1 WORKSHOP HOURS 
- 	 - 
---------------.----- - ------------ 	------------ -. 	
------ 	------------ 
-- 	 AUTHORIS[N( (HER: 
PREPARATTN AND PLANNING 	 DATI and HOLJRS 
0PNOWORK/OPERATION 	 LS-SEC 	 / 	
TOTAL, 
----------
- ---- --------- ------------ - 	
- -- 	
.4L -_---------- ------- 
--------------------------- --- ------- -------- - - -------- - - t - _1 	-_____ 
- - 
	WMTING FOR SPARES 
WAITING FOR 	__________________________________ - - - 
DRAWINGS AND NSTRUCTIONS: 
	 TOTAL 
IAi'l lind IEOURS 
W 13 L. r. 1 LN tJ 	S 
C/NO 	 1 
- 
zi - 
-- 
-- ---_- 
- 
- 
-- 
---1 
TOTAL 
SUPI 
- -- 
-- 
-- 
-- - -- 	- 
--- 
 
- 	 :SUp.1 
------ --- 
'ISO R: 
NT: 
L) 1 / - I.. 1 _____________________________ 
MATERIAL EXPENDI'I'URE 	- 
OPNO PARTNO DESCR1PTION OFMAIRIALSTO.G 
	OTY OST(SHS) 
iI__ - - - - fj y p 
0 rLu B R OP/NO - 	 - 	 ___ 
SUB.TOT: 
COSTSHS 
R E M A R KS: - 
MCiPITIL 
Mofiil a 	[Q4kPI'tt1T 1[C;l IIIC,AL PDWOIMAI1LC [QUFMEt1T.. Pio. 
LOCA11OH CT...'tNtUGO..:IKW 
VJetI fii neki Ih lIopItuicI F4JI1ft1GCOSTS x1000TAS 
- ____ 
- (1 27 Tyie 
ikj ukd tww iep.iu bpw ulliei T(ITAL .iiIIi Miihi Sp.iie tubiicants Fuel Coii.uiu. TOTAL 
II :1.0 
.11: 
Ii 	Ii 1 	it III 
1 	Ui r:o i - 	- -- :Z.rt ----.---==.*i - 	:..._ 	-- - -- - :-- :r--L: - - 
TOi 11.11 I f.4 ftt r. ___ ------------------------------ - -- 
Cost,.'RiiuijIIo TAS 
TAS -_______ 
CWe [r 
j 	1 Z4 
1 
1 
-- 	- 
.  1 
1 .. ............................................................. 
1 
3 1 
1 ..................................... 
-:.-- 	 '---'--•-'- 
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TIME 
1 . 	.........................1 
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• ..•.• 
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0) 
TAUZAPA BAR1KiRS AUTIUI)4PITY 
CONTAffl TftWIAI 
DAILY EQLJPMENT ALLOCATION FORM 
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APPENDIX 7 
C 6 -- 	> 	CONTAINER TNINAL EUTPNENT WORKSHOP NTJ!IBERS 
GROtJP: 	000 HIGRWAY/TRNDTAL/SHUN'T 	TRACTORS 
100 HIGHWAY/TRNIAL/R0LL TRAILS 
200 MOBILE CRA 
300 FORIJfl'T TRUCKS 
00 LIGHT VISICLIS 
WORKSHOP 	UTPT 	-. 
600 ELECTRICAL INST.tLLATION 
W/S NU1 S 	.N0. RENARKS 
GROUP 000 HIGHWAY/TAL/SIrU1TR TRACTORS 
SISU SL 210 	U-70-HTS-86-005 37694 
U-70--ETS-86-006 37695 
tT-70-TS-8607 37699 
U-70-ETS-86-008 37700 
tI-70--HTS.-86-009 37702 
tT-70-HTS--86-010 37705 
U-70-HTS--86-01 1 37696 
U-70-HTS-86-01 2 37697 
U-70-HTS-86-01 3 37698 
U-70-4?TS-86-01 4 37701 
U-70-ETS--86--01 5 37703 
U-70-HTS-86-016 37704 
SISU L-1 60 	C-40--T'rS-86--01 7 38083 
C-4C--IS-86-01 8 38O84 
C-40--TTS-86--01 9 38085 
C-4O-JTS-87-020 38086 
C-4O-TS7-021 38087 
C-4OJLTS-87-022 381 38 - 
•C-40-T'TS-37.-023 38139 
C-40-'I'rS-.37-024 38140 
C_40_TvrS_87_025 38141 
• 	 C-40-TS7-026 38142 
C-4O-1'S-87-027 36128 
C-4O-IrS-87-028 38129 
C-40-1S7-029 38130 	T 
C-40-TTS-87-030 38131 
C-40--T'rS--87--031 38132 
C-40JrS-87-O32 381 33 
C-40PS37--033 381 34 
C-40--i'I'S--87-034 38135 
C-4TTS7-035 38136 
C-40-TTS-87-036 38137 
LIAC 	C-ITtI-90-050 839 
C-'LU-9O-051 849 
C-lU-90-052 859 
C-1U-9O-053 869 
C.4rtJ-90.-C.54 879 
C-TU-90--055 889 
C-T'U-9c-056 899 
C-T'TU-90-057 8109 
c-IrU-9o-o58 8119 - 	- 
C-J1YiU-9C-059 8129 
C-rrU-90-060 8139 
C-iU9G-06-1 8149 
.- 	-.- -. 	---.'-r......................... -----..-. 
ADDRJFIIV 0 - 	 ,. 	:7 - 	- 
TÄNZÄNIA RARBOURS &UTHORITY 
EQLJIPMENT HISTORY CARO . .. 
SECTTON: 
QU1PMENT DESCRIPTION WORXSHOL NO. 	- 	THA ASSET NO! 	
- 
4ANUPACTURE MODEL 	. 	BASIC CAPACITY MANUFACTURE 	 . -. 
S/NO. 
NGLNE TYP AND MODEL ENGINE S/NO 	DATE IN PRICE 	••-• 	 . 
LLOCATION QTRE&- R4FORMATION 	 . 
MA1MTENNCE5 UISTORY 
DAT! WO$JL 
NO. 
DS531PTIOK OP 	 . 
wOIX 
.. 
TOTAL 
DOW! 
TOTÄJ. 
&PIZ 
T1MPTIMCOST . 
MATE- 
VAL 
ABOW 
cosr 
RZMA 
. - -t- - 	. 	d 
5 './ - 	 - 	 _0 - 
- • 
.3 	 5 
.. 	 - 4 
5 	 -. 5 
.- 
- 
- - - 
1 	- -1 	 - 5 - .11' 
- J 	- 	 « - -, . 
- '1 
4.4 
, _5. 5, -. ., 	 - -1- 
. 	.., 
r 
1 - - - 1 
- 	 .- ' 
- - q 
'' ...IZ- - 
1 	 • 	1_ 	1 	 5' -, - - - 
- --' . 
- - :____.__ -' - J1• 	 4- 	., 
:- i- -..- -: 
- 
: 
• - ' .- *. .. 
L 5 	 1 - 
------------------- .?;-- 	. 	-. 	_ ----.---- 	.-- 	.. .--.-.-- .................. - 
;EMIS mainprogram c:27.4.1991 	
APPENDIX 9 (1/9) 
RESET 
CLEAR 
STYLE REVERSE ; 3LNK 
@ 12,10 
?? " Engineering Management Information Systein ui 
STYLE 
@ 21,10 
?"Created by : P.G.Elliun copyright 1991." 
?"RWA/FinnPA phone: 358-0-]541 
SLEEP 2000 
WHILE(TRUE' 
SHOWMENU 
"FILL" 	:EILL IN NW uA1, 
"REPORTS" : "PRINT REPORTS TO PRINTER", 
"NEW" 	: "CREATE NEW WORK ORDER TABLE", 
"QUIT" 	:"QUIT THE PROGRAM" 
DEFAULT "QTJIT" 
TO choise 
SWITCH 
CASE choise="FILL" 	:PLY "FLL', 
CASE choise="REPORTS" :PL? "RZPCRS" 
CASE choise="NEW" 	:PLA! "NEw' 
;store the user choi 
CASE (choise="QUIT") OR (choise="Esc") :QUITLOOP 
ENDSWITCH 
ENDWHILE 
QUIT 
;EMIS subprograiu FILL.SC 	 APPENDIX 9 (2/9) 
VARIABLES 
CLEARALL 
CLEAR 
SHOWFILES NOEXT 
"C: * DB" 
"CHOOSE THE TABLE TO FILL IN (Esc to RETURN) 
TO tblnaiue 
@ 12,10 ?"THE CHOSEN TABLE IS ",tblname 
SLEEP 2000 
IF tblname="None" OR tblname="Esc" ;check for a valid tablenanie 
TUEN RETURN 
ENDIF 
EDIT tblname PICKFORN "F" 	 ;standard form 
MOVETO RECORD NRECORDS(TABLEM) 	;last record 
PGDN 	 ;create a new record 
WAIT TABLE 
PROMPT " Press F2 to uate or ESC to return without updating", 
use arrows to move in some fields get HELP with F1" 
MESSAGE "EDITING TAELE "+tblnaine 
UNTIL "F2","Esc" 
IF retva1Esc" 
THEN CANCELEDIT 
CLEARALL 
CLEAR 
@ 10,12 ??"NO CHANGES MADE TO THE TABLE" 
ELSE DO_It! 
CLEARALL 
CLEAR 
@ 10,12 ??"CHANGES UPDATED" 
END 1 F 
RESET 
RETURNWHILE(TRE) 
SUO WMENU 
"TABLES" :"REPORT OF EXISTING TABLES", 
"OTHER" 	"CALCULATED REPORTS", 
"RETURN" : "RETURN TO MAIN MENTJ" 
DEFAtJLT "RETTJRN" 
TO choise ;store the user choise 
SWITCH 
CASE choise="TAtES" 	:PLAY "WO-REP" 
CASE choise"OT} 1 	:PLAY "OT-REP" 
CASE (choise="RELRN") OR (choise="Esc") :QUITLOOP 
ENDSWITCH 
ENDWHILE 
RETURN 
ENIS subprogram REPORTS.SC 
WHILE ( TRUE) 
SHOWNENU 
"TABLES 	:"REPORT OF EXISTING TABLES" 
"OTHER" 	"CALCULATED REPORTS", 
"RETURN" 	'RETURN TO MAIN MENU" 
DEFAULT "1 ETURN" 
P0 choise ;store the user choise 
SWITCH 
CASE choise="TABLES" 	:PLAY "WO-REP" 
CASE choise="OTHER" 	:PLÄY "OT-REP" 
CASE (choise="RETURN") OR (choise="Esc") :QUITLOOP 
ENDSWITCH 
ENDWHILE 
RETURN 
APPENDIX 9 (3/9) 
EMIS subprogram WO-REP.SC 	
APPENDIX 9 (4/9) 
CLEAR 
status="True" 
SHOWTABLES 
It 
"CHOOSE THE TABLE AND PRESS ENTER" 
TO tblname 
SHOWMENU 
"STANDARD REPORT", 
"1" :"FIRST MODIFIED REPORT", 
"2" :"SECOND MODIFIED REPORT", 
"3" :"THIRD MODIFIED REPORT" 
TO rep 
SHOWNENU 
"SCREEN" 	"SCREEN", 
"PRINTER" 	: "PRINTER MUST BE ON" 
TO device 
10,10 ?"STARTING THE REPORT OUTPUT.. .1" 
IF device="PRINTER" THEN status=PRINTERSTATUS() ENDIF 
IF status=False 
THEN BEEP CLEAR MESSAGE "YOUR PRINTEP. WAS NOT ON. .RETURNING" RETTJRN 
ENDIF 
MENU (REPOPT) (OUTPUT) TYPEIN tblnaine ENTER SELECT rep SELECT device 
CLEAR 
EMIS subprogram OT-REP.SC 
WHILE ( TRUE) 
SHOWMENU 
"MTTR" 	: "MEAN TIME TO REPAIR', 
"MTBF" 	: "MEAN TIME BETWEEN FAILURES", 
"RETURN" : "RETtJRN TO MAIN MENU" 
DEFAULT "RETURN" 
TO chcise ;st:: he user choise 
SWITCH 
CASE choise="MTTR" 	:PLAY "NTTR1 
CASE choise="MTBF" 	:PLAY "MTBFi" 
CASE (choise="RETURN") OR (choise="Escfl 
ENDSWITCt 
ENDWHILE 
RETURN 
:OUITLOOP 
;EMIS subprogram MTBF1.SC 
;VARIABELS 
condl="NOT y,NOT Y" 
mtbf=0 
sumtbf =0 
emp="n" 
n= 1 
PPENDIX 9 (5/9) 
CLEAR 
SHOWFILES NOEXT 
"C:W* .DB" 
'tCHOOSE THE TABLE TO CALCULATE FROM" 
TO tblname 
@ 12,10 ?"CHOSEN TABLE IS ",tblname 
SLEEP 1000 
IF tblnaine="None" OR tblnanie="Esc" 
THEN RETURN 
END 1 F 
CLEAR 
STYLE REVERSE 
@ 12,10 ?" GIVE THE NUNBER OF THE MACHINE (0 to return) :t 
ACCEPT "N" TO machine 
STYLE 
IF machine=0 
THEN RETURN 
ENDIF 
;OPEN THE WORKODER TABLE AND COPY IT TO TASLE "ANSWER" 
{ASK} TYPEIN tblname ENTER 
CHECKPLUS 
DQIt! 
CLEARALL 
;EXTRACT THOSE W-ORDERS OF THE MACHINE WICH AREN'T PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 
(ASK) "ANSWER" ENTER 
CHECK 
MOVETO [WS-REG-NO] 
TYPEIN machine 
MOVETO [PRE-MAINT] 
TYPEIN condl 
DO_It! 
;SORT THE TABLE ACCORDING TO THE W-ORDER DATEIN VALUES 
SORT "ANSWER" ON "DATEIN" 
MOVETO [DATEIN] 
ri=(NRECORDS( "ANSWER")-l) 
IF n<=0 
THEN STYLE BLINK 
CLEAR 
@ 12,12 ?"NO W-ORDERS TO PROCESS RETURNING" 
SLEEP 2000 
STYLE CLEARALL 
RETURN 
END IF ARRAY tbf[n] 
;EXTRACTING THE TIMES FROM THE TAELE 
FOR i FROM 1 TO n STEP 1 
d=[DATEIN] 
DOWN 
tbf{i]=[DATEIN] -d CLEAR 
@ 12,10 ?"TIMES BETWEEN FAILZJRE :",tbf[iJ," DAYS" 	 APPENDIX9(6/9) 
SLEEP 500 
ENDFOR 
CLEAR 
;CALCTJLATING THE StJM OF kLL TIMES 
FOR i FROM 1 TO n STEP 1 
sumtbf=suintbf+tbf C i] 
END FOR 
CALCULATING THE MEAN TIME 
iutbf=suintbf/n 
@ 12,6 ?"MEAN TIME BETWEEN FAILURE FOR ",machine," IS ",mtbf," DAYS" 
SLEEP 2000 
CLEARALL 
IF ISTABLE( "MTBF") 
THEN CLEAR 
STYLE REVERSE 
@ 12,10 ?"MTBF TABLE EXISTS SHOULD IT BE ENPTIED (Y/n) ?" 
ACCEPT "Al" TO emp 
STYLE 
ELSE CREATE "MTBF" 
"WSREGNO" 	: "Se', 
: "N" 
ENDIF 
IF emp="Y" OR empY 
THEN EMPTY "MTBF" 
ENDIF 
EDIT "MTBF" 
INS 
MOVETO £WS-REG-NO] 
CWS-REG-NO :J=machine 
MOVETO [MTBFJ 
[MTBF]=mtbf 
DC It! 
IFISTABLE( "ANSWER") 
THEN DELETE "ANSWER" 
ENDIF 
RESET 
RETt'RN 
;EMIS subprogram MTTR1.SC 
;VARIABLES 
condl="NOT Y,NOT y" 	 ;for PRE-MAINT 
cond2=HCALC SUN ALL AS WSH-TOT" 	;for WS-HOURS 
cond3="CALC SUN ALL AS MANH-TOT" ;for MAN-HOURS 
mttrws=0 
xnttrmh=0 
einp=" n " 
 n= 1 
APPENDIX 9 (7/9) 
CLEAR 
SHOWFILES NOEXT 
"C:W* .DB" 
"CHOOSE THE TABLE TO CALCULATE FROM (Esc to RETURN) 
TO tblname 
@ 12,10 ?"THE CHOSEN TABLE IS ",tblnaine 
SLEEP 2000 
IF tblnalne=flNonett OR tblnaine="Esc" ;check for a valid tabienaine 
THEN RETURN 
ENDIF 
CLEAR 
STYLE REVERSE 
@ 12,10 ?" GIVE THE NUMBER OF THE MACHINE (0 to return) :" 
ACCEPT "N" TO machine 
STYLE 
IF inachine=O 
THEN RETTJRN 
END 1 F 
;OPEN THE WORKODER TABLE AND COPY IT TO TAELE "ANSWER" 
{ASK} TYPEIN tblname ENTER 
CHECKPLUS 
DO_It! 
CLEARALL 
;EXTRACT THOSE W-ORDERS OF THE MACHINE WICH AREN'T PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 
(ASK) "ANSWER" ENTER 
CHECK 
MOVETO [WS-REG-NO] 
TYPEIN machine 
MOVETO [PRE-MAINT] 
TYPEIN condl 
DO_It! 
;EXTRACTING THE TIMES FROM THE TABLE 
CLEARALL 
VIEW "ANSWER" 
n=NRECORDS( "ANSWER") 
CLEAR 
@ 10,12 ?"NUMBER OF W-ORDERS FOR ",machine," IS ",ri 
IF n=0 
THEN STYLE BLINK 
@ 12,12 ?"No WORX ORDERS TO PROCESS RETURN:NG 
SLEEP 2000 
STYLE 
RESET 
RETURN 
ENDIF 
CLEARALL 
(ASK) "ANSWER" ENTER 
MOVETO CWS-REG-N011 	 APPENDIX 9 (8/9) CHECX 
MOVETO fWS-HOtJRSI 
TYPEIN cond2 
MOVETO CMAN-HOURS 1 
TYPEIN cond3 
DQ.IT! 
CLEARALL 
; CALCULATING THE MEAN TIME 
CLEAR VIEW "ANSWER" 
mttrws= [ WSH-TOT] /n 
mttrmh= [MANH-TOT J /n 
@ 12,6 ?"MEAN WS-HOtJRS TO REPAIR ",xnachine»' IS ",FORMAT("W8.2",InttrWS) 
14,6 ?"MEAN MAN-HOURS TO REPAIR ",machine," IS ",FORMAT("W8.2",mttrmh) 
SLEEP 5000 
STYLE 
CLEARALL 
;INSERTING THE CALCULATED VALUES IN A TAELE 
IF ISTABLE("MTTR") 
THEN CLEAR 
STYLE REVERSE @ 12,10 ?MTTR TABLE EXISTS SHOULD IT SE 4PTIED (Ym) ?" 
ACCEPT I*A1II TO eap 
STYLE 
ELSE CREATE "MTTR" 
«WS-REG-N0" 
"MTTRWS" 
END 1 F 
IF emp="Y" OR exnp="y" 
THEN ENPTY "MTTR" 
ENDIF 
EDIT 94TTR" 
INS 
MOVETO [WS-REG-NO] 
[WS-REG-NO ]=mach jne 
MOVETO [MTRWS) 
[MTTRWS ]=ttrws 
MOVETO [MTTRI'ili] 
NTTR1IH ) =mttrrah 
DOIt! 
IF ISTABLE( "ANSWER") 
THEN DELETE "ANSWER" 
END 1 F 
RESET 
RETURN 
;ENIS subprogram NEW.SC c:27.4.1991 
VARIABLES 
name=STRVAL(YEAR(TODAY(fl) 
tblname="" 
APPENDIX 9 (9/9) 
CLEAR 
STYLE REVERSE 
@ 10,12 ??"MAXING A NEW WORK ORDER TABLE GIVE THE YEAR" 
@ 14,12 ??"FOR THE TABLE NAI4E (format yyyy) :" 
ACCEPT "A4" PICTTJRE "####' DEFAULT name TO name 
STYLE 
tblname"WO"+flalfle 
;CHECK FOR EXISTING TABLES AND CREATE IF NONE & COPY FORHS & REPORTS 
IF ISTABLE(tblname) 
THEN CLEAR 
10,12 ?"THE TABLE ",tblname," ALREDY EXISTS RETURNING.." 
SLEEP 2000 
RETURN 
ELSE CREATE tblnaine LIKE "MODELWO" 
CLEARALL 
CLEAR 
@ 10,12 ??"CREATING THE TABLE ",tb1naiie 
MENU (TOOLS) (COPY) (JUSTFANILY) 
"MODELWO" ENTER TYPEIN tblna]ne ENTER (REPLACE) 
ENDIF 
RESET 
RETURN 
APPENDIX 10 (1/12) 
.05 .91 
90/11/ 46 11.12.90 21.12.90 15 22 
90/11/ 77 22.11.90 23.11.90 10 23 
90/11/ 86 16.11.90 30.11.90 16 60 
90/11/ 87 20.11.90 25.11.90 24 110 
90/11/ 92 21.11.90 21.11.90 6 11 
90/11/ 96 22.11.90 22.11.90 8 14 
90/11/101 23.11.90 23.11.90 6 6 
90/11/103 23.11.90 23.11.90 6 11 
90/11/104 22.11.90 23.11.90 6 5 
90/11/105 23.11.90 23.11.90 1 1 
90/11/109 24.11.90 24.11.90 3 3 
90/11/110 24.11.90 24.11.90 1 1 
90/11/111 24.11.90 24.11.90 1 2 
90/11/113 26.11.90 24.11.90 1 1 
90/11/117 27.11.90 27.11.90 5 10 
90/11/118 1.12.90 1.12.90 3 3 
90/11/123 28.11.90 29.11.90 6 80 
90/11/124 29.11.90 29.11.90 8 22 
90/11/136 29.11.90 29.11.90 1 1 
90/11/138 30.11.90 3.12.90 13 26 
90/11/141 30.11.90 1.12.90 1 1 
TOTAL of WO's in montii 11 
90/12/ 	4 1.12.90 1.12.90 1 2 
90/12/ 	6 1.12.90 1.12.90 3 6 
90/12/ 33 12.11.90 14.11.90 
90/12/ 87 30.11.90 29.11.90 
90/12/100 30.11.90 29.11.90 
TQTA.L of WO's in morith 12 
Page 	1 
LtJB. PRE 
LTR MAIN CAtJSE H-METER 
5 500 
100 5237 
400 
200 1053 
5233 
25002 
400 
30 1 4389 
900 2896 
400 
500 
400 
400 
500 3048 
Y 3152 
3 y 
100 
Y 5104 
500 
Y 
400 
21 
900 
400 	4564 
900 
v 
3 
s- 
G-N0 
207 
21 
305 
301 
21 
14 
17 
25 
28 
16 
181 
19 
165 
30 
31 
26 
303 
303 
11 
212 
186 
3 
24 
303 
303 
303 
E141 S 
WORK ORDER 
Standard report 
WORK OR. DATEIN 	DATEO(JT WS-H MAN-H 
TOTÄL o WORK ORDERS 	26 
APPENDIX 10 (2/12) 
EMIS 
WORK QRDER 
1.05.91 Ma.interiance pro Macbine Page 2 
LtIB. PRE MAINT. 
WORK OR. DATEIN DATEOtJT 	WS-H MAN-H 	ltr. MAIN CAUSE H-METER 
TOTAL WO pro MACHINE no: 	181 	: 1 
0/11/141 30.11.90 1.12.90 	1 1 400 
TOTAL WO pro MACHINE no: 	186 	: 1 
0/11/ 46 11.12.90 21.12.90 	15 22 	5 500 
TOTAL WO pro MACHINE no: 	207 	: 1 
0/11/138 30.11.90 3.12.90 	13 26 Y 
TOTAL WO pro MACHINE no: 	212 	: 1 
0/11/ 87 20.11.90 25.11.90 	24 110 200 1053 
TOTAL WO pro MACHINE no: 	301 	: 1 
0/11/123 28.11.90 29.11.90 	6 80 100 
0/11/124 29.11.90 29.11.90 8 22 
5104 
0/12/ 55 12.11.90 14.11.90 900 
0/12/ 87 30.11.90 29.11.90 Y 
0/12/100 30.11.90 29.11.90 
TOTAL WO pro MACHINE no: 	303 	: 5 
0/11/ 86 16.11.90 30.11.90 	15 60 400 
TOTAL WO pro MACHINE no: 	305 	: 1 
TOTAL of WORK ORDERS : 	25 
TOTAL of WORK ORDERS : 	15 
EMI S 
WORK ORDER 
MainteflarlCe pro Macifle 
LtJE. PRE 
DATEIN DATEOtJT 	WS-H MAN-H 	ltr. MAIN 
1.12.90 1.12.90 	1 2 
TOTAL WO pro MACHINE no: 	8 	: 1 
29.11.90 29.11.90 	1 1 
TOTAL WO pro MACHINE no: 	11 	: 1 
22.11.90 22.11.90 	8 14 
TOTAL WO pro MACHINE no: 	14 	: 1 
23.11.90 23.11.90 	1 1 
TOTAL WO pro MACHINE no: 	16 	: 1 
23.11.90 23.11.90 	6 6 
TOTAL WO pro MACHINE no: 	17 	: 1 
24.11.90 24.11.90 	1 1 
TOTAL WO pro MACHINE no: 	19 	: 1 
7 	22.11.90 23.11.90 	10 23 
21.11.90 21.11.90 6 11 
TOTAL WO pro MACHINE no: 	21 	: 2 
5 	1.12.90 1.12.90 	3 6 
TOTAL WO pro MACHINE no: 	24 	: 1 
3 	23.11.90 23.11.90 	6 11 	
30 
TOTAL WO pro M.ACHINE no: 	25 	: 1 
3 	1.12.90 1.12.90 	3 5 	3 
Y 
TOTAL WO oro MACHINE no: 	26 	: 1 
4 	22.11.90 23.11.90 	6 5 
TCTAL WO pro MACHINE no: 	23 	: 1 
3 	26.11.90 24.11.90 	1 1 
TOTAL WO pro MACHINE no: 	30 	: 1 
24.11.90 24.11.90 	1 2 
TOTAL WO pro MACHINE no: 	165 	: 1 
9 	24.11.90 24.11.90 	3 3 
APPENDIX 10 (3112) 
Page 	1 
MAINT. 
CAtJSE H-METER 
900 
500 
25002 
400 
400 
400 
100 	327 
400 	454 
4339 
900 	2395 
500 	3043 
430 
500 
21 TTS /90/11/ 92 21.11.90 21.11.90 6,0 11,0 
14 HTS /90/11/ 96 22.11.90 22.11.90 8,0 14,0 
25 TTS /90/11/103 23.11.90 23.11.90 6,0 11,0 
26 TTS /90/11/118 1.12.90 1.12.90 2,5 5,0 
303 FLT /90/11/124 29.11.90 29.11.90 7,5 22,0 
212 SKY /90/11/138 30.11.90 3.12.90 13,0 26,0 
303 FLT /90/12/ 87 30.11.90 29.11.90 
303 FLr /90/12/100 30.11.90 29.11.90 
MAINTENED of type TOTAL 8 	used man hours total: 
21 TTS /90/11/ 77 22.11.90 23.11.90 10,0 22,5 
303 FLT /90/11/123 28.11.90 29.11.90 6,3 80,0 
MAINTENED of tyoe 	100 TOTAL : 2 	used man hours total: 
301 FLT /90/11/ 87 20.11.90 25.11.90 24,0 110,0 
MAINTENED of type 	200 TOTAL : 1 	used man hours total: 
305 FLT /90/11/ 86 16.11.90 30.11.90 16,0 60,0 
17 TTS /90/11/101 23.11.90 23.11.90 5,5 5,5 
16 ETS /90/11/105 23.11.90 23.11.90 1,0 1,0 
19 TTS /90/11/110 24.11.90 24.11.90 0,5 1,0 
165 TTS /90/11/111 24.11.90 24.11.90 1,0 1,5 
186 HTS /90/11/141 30.11.90 1.12.90 1,0 1,0 
24 TTS /90/12/ 	6 1.12.90 1.12.90 3,3 3,5 
MAINTENED of tyPe 	400 TOTAL : 7 	used man hours total: 
Y 
30,0 Y 
3,0 Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
523: 
25002 
4339 
5104 
89,0 
5237 
102,5 
1 
110,0 
4564 1 
75 , 5 
APPENDIX 10(4/12) 
1.05.91 
- 
EG-NO 
EMIS 
WCRK ORDER 
Maintenace pro maintenance type Page 	1 
LUB. 	PRE 
J0R.K ORDER DATEIN 	DATEOUT S-H 	MkN-H 	LTR 	MAIN H-METE 
207 SSG /90/11/ 46 11.12.90 21.12.90 15,0 21,5 	5,0 
181 HTS /90/11/109 24.11.90 24.11.90 3,0 3,0 
30 TTS /90/11/113 26.11.90 24.11.90 1,0 1,0 3043 
11 HTS /90/11/136 29.11.90 29.11.90 1,0 1,0 
MA:NTENED of 	ye 	500 TOTAL : 4 	used man hours total: 	26,5 
23 TTS /90/11/104 22.11.90 23.11.90 6,0 5,0 2396 
8 TS /90/12/ 	4 1.12.90 1.12.90 1,0 2,0 
303 FLT /90/12/ 35 12.11.90 14.11.90 
MAINTENED of type 	900 TOTAL : 3 	used an hours tta1: 	7,0 
TOTAL o ORK ORDERS : 	25 
APPENDIX 10 (5/12) 
Is 
WORK OROER 
1.05.91 	Cost of Maintenance pro MachJ.ne Page 	1 
PRE The COST of MAINTENANCE (TJSD) 
EG-N0 	WORK OR. WS-H MAN-H MAIN CATJSE MAN HOUR PARTS LtJBRICANTS 
8 	90/12/ 	4 	1 2 900 456,00 3446,00 43454,00 
TOTALS for MACHINE 8 456,00 3446,00 45454,00 
HIGHWAY TRACTOR 
11 	90/11/136 	1 1 500 345,00 454,00 232,00 
TOTALS for MACHINE 11 : 345,00 454,00 232,00 
HIGHWA' 	IACT0R 
14 	90/11/ 96 	8 14 Y 120,00 1000,00 233,00 
TOTALS for MACHINE 14 120,00 1000,00 233,00 
HIGHWAY TRACTOR 
16 	90/11/105 	1 1 400 4553,00 4545,80 2342,00 
TOTALS for MACHINE 16 4553,00 4545,80 2342,00 
HIGHWA'Z TACTOR 
17 	90/11/101 	6 6 400 2456,00 4455,60 234,00 
TOTALS for MACHINE 17 : 2456,00 4455,60 234,00 
TERNINAL TRACTOR 
19 	90/11/110 	1 1 400 3342,00 3,00 
TOTALS for MACHINE 19 : 3342,00 0,00 3,00 
TMINAL TRACTCR 
21 	90/11/ 77 	10 23 100 366,00 34,00 
21 	90/11/ 92 	6 11 565,00 4545,70 3,00 
TCTS for MACHINE 21 : 1431,00 4345,70 37,00 
TERNINAL TRACTCR 
24 	90/12/ 	6 	3 6 400 565,00 3435,80 343,00 
TCTALS for MACHINE 24 : 565,00 3435,30 343,00 
TERMINAL TACTCR 
25 	90/11/103 	6 11 Y 345,00 6778,00 45,30 
TCTALS for MACHINE 25 345,00 6778,00 45,00 
TMINAL TRACTCR 
26 	0/11/118 	3 5 Y 36,00 
TCTALS for MACHINE 26 0,00 0,00 56,00 
T4:NAL TRAcTOR 
28 	90/11/104 	6 5 900 5,33 
TCTALS for MACHINE 23 : 0,00 0,00 5,5 
TERNINAL TRACTOR 
30 	90/11/113 	1 1 500 435,20 
TSTAL of WORK 0RDES 	13 
iS APPENDIX 10 (6/12) 
WORK ORDER 
1.05.91 	 Cost of Maintariarice pro Machine Page 	2 
WS- PRE The COST of MAINTENANCE (USD) 
EG-NO 	1ORK OR. WS-H MAN-H MAIN CAUSE MAN HOUR PARTS LUBRICANTS 
TOTALS for MACHINE 30 : 0,00 0,00 435,30 
TERMINAL TPACTOR 
165 	90/11/111 	1 2 400 454,40 
TOTALS for MACHINE 165 : 0,00 0,00 454,40 
TERMINAL TRAILER 
181 	90/11/109 	3 3 500 434,00 
TOTALS for MACHINE 181 : 0,00 0,00 434,00 
HIGHWAY TRAILER 
186 	90/11/141 	1 1 400 4545,44 
TOTALS for MACHINE 136 : 0,00 0,00 4545,44 
HIGHWAY TRAILER 
207 	90/11/ 46 	15 22 500 
TOTALS for MACHINE 207 : 0,00 0,00 0,00 
S-S GANTRY CRANE 
212 	90/11/138 	13 26 Y 
TOTALS for MACHINE 212 : 0,00 0,00 0,00 
SKY LIFT 
301 	90/11/ 87 	24 110 200 
TOTALS for MACHINE 301 : 0,00 0,00 0,00 
FORI< LIFT TRtJC 
303 	90/11/123 	6 80 100 
303 	90/11/124 	8 22 Y 6367,00 454636,00 
303 	90/12/ 55 900 343,00 23424,67 234,00 
303 	90/12/ 87 Y 3434,00 23323,45 324,00 
303 	90/12/100 3453,00 34243,30 324,00 
TOTALS for MACHINE 303 	: 13797,00 535647,42 382,00 
FORX LIFT TRUCK 
305 	90/11/ 86 	16 60 400 
TOTALS for MACHINE 305 0,00 0,00 0,00 
FORK LIFT TRUX 
TOTAL of WORK ORDERS 	25 
('1 
N 
0 
>< 
0 z w 
0 
0 
('ONTA 1 Ni:n TEON! IIAI, HA(il INFS 
3.04.91 	Standatd tepott 	 Paqe 
WS- MACIIINE 	HAlU!- SF,81A11 IlO: 	TYPE of SEPIAL NO 	CTit'A- 
REG-NO PESCRIPTION 	FACTUPER HOPEL ot HAU1JFAC. 	ENGINE o[ EUGIHE 	C1TV 	PPOCIIREI) REHARKS 
MACHI1IE TYPE : 	Fil' 
301 FORK LIFT TRUCK 	VAIHET 4212 40038 42 t 
303 FOOK 11FF TR!JCK 	VALMET 4212 4003 42 
304 FOPK LIF TOUCK 	VTILHET 1612 16248 16 t 
305 FORK LIFT TRUCK 	IIYSTER 20 138E1921A 20 	1. 
310 FOOR 	1,111 'FOLICK 	VAIIIF.T 1612 8804110066783 16 
311 FORK 1,1FF TRUCK 	VAIHF,T 1612 8804110061783 16 
315 FORK LIFT TRUCK 	LANCING 16 8804110006711 16 t 
316 FORK LIFT TRUCK 	LAUCIHG 16 8804110007177 1. 	t 
317 FOPK LIET TOLICK 	l,ANCIIIG 16 8804110008711 16 	1. 
HACI{IUE TYPE : IITS 
8 IIIG)IWAV TRAC1'()R 	SISU 51210 31700 1. 
11 HIGMWAV TOACTOR 	SISU SI, 210 37694 t 
12 HIGUWAY TOACTOR 	SISU 5!, 210 31697 1. 
ii HIGUWAY TOACTOR 	SISU SI 210 37101 1. 
16 IIIGIIWAY TOACTOR 51, 210 37704 1 
lOi HIGIIWAV TRAILER 	SISU 86054 1, 
186 HLGIIWAY TRAII,ER 	SISU 86057 1. 
HACIIILIF. TYPE 	: RTG 
253 RUFOER TVREO G-C VAlMET 35.6 400214 36 1. 
254 RURRER TYRED G-C VAlMET 35.6 400215 36 	1. 
255 RUBOER TYRED G-C VALMET 35.6 400216 36 t 
256 RIJOBER TYRED G-C VALMET 35.6 400271 36 1 
257 RURRER TVRED G-C VALMET 35.6 400278 36 t 
HACHINE TYPE : SKV 
212 SXY LIFT 	SKVI.IFT 123426112 123126112 1 
MACI1IIIE TYPE : SSG 
207 S-S GALITRY CRANE KONE K-9396 1. 
208 S-S GAMTRY CRANE KONE K-9397 t 
HACIIII1E TYPF, : VFS 
17 TERHIHAL, TOACTOR 51, 160 38083 1. 
19 TERHIMAL TRACTOR SISU SI 160 38085 1. 
EMI S 
	 APPENDIX 10 (8/12) 
CONTAINER TERMINAL MACHINES 
1.05.91 	 MACHINES pro MANUFACTURER 
	
Page 	1 
WS- 	MACHINE 
	
MANU- 	 SERIAL NO: 	TYPE of 
REG-NO DESCRI?TIO& 
	
FACTURER MODEL 	of MANTJFAC. ENGINE 
MACHINE TYPE 
	
1-iTS 
16 HIGHWAY TRACTOR SL 210 
MACHINE TYPE TTS 
17 TERNINAL TRACTOR 
	
SL 160 
MACHINES from 
MACHINE TYPE : FLT 
FORK LIFT TRIJCK HYSTER 20 
MACHINES from HYSTER 
MACHINE TYPE : SSG 
S-S GANTRY CRANE KONE 
S-S GANTRY CPANE KONE 
MACHINES f rata KONE 
MACHINE TYPE : FLT 
FCRK LIFT TRtJCK LANCING 16 
FORK LIFT TRUCK LANCING 16 
FOR.K LIFT TRUCK LANCING 16 
MACHINES from LANCING 
MACHINE TYPE : HTS 
HIGHWAY TRACTOR SISU SL 210 
HIGHWAY TRACTOR SISU SL 210 
HIGHWAY TRACTOR SISU SL 210 
HIGHWAY TRACTCR SISU SL 210 
HIGHWAY TPAILER SISU 
HIGEWAY TRAILER SISU 
MACHINE TYPE : TTS 
TERMINAL YRACTOR SISU SL 160 
TERNINAL TRACTOR SISU SL 160 
TERMINAL TRÄCTCR SISU SL 160 
TERNINAL TRACTOR SISU SL 160 
TERNINAL TRACTOR SISU SL 160 
TERMINAL TRACTOR SISU SL 160 
TERNINAL TRACTOR SISU SL 160 
TERMINAL TRACTOR SISU SL 160 
TERNINAL TRACTOR SISU SL 160 
TERNINAL TAILER SISU 
TERMINAL TRAILER SISU 
MACHINES f rata SISU 
MACHINE TYPE : SKY 
SKY LIFT SKYLIFT 123426112 
MACHINES from SKYLIFT 
MACHINE TYPE : FLT 
FCRX LIPT TRtJCX VALMET 4212 
FOPJ( L.IFT TRUCX VALMET 4212 
FORK LIFT TRUCK VALMET 1612 
FORX LIFT TRUCX VALMET 1612 
FORX LIFT TRUCX VALMET 1612 
MACHINE TYPE RI'G 
RUBBEP. TYRED G-C VALMET 35.6 
Rt.TBBER TYRED G-C VALMET 35.6 
RUBBER TYRED G-C VALMET 35.6 
RtBBER TYRED G-C VALMET 35.6 
RUBBER TYRED G-C VALMET 35.6 
MACHINES frirt VALMET 
37704 
33083 
2 
138E1921A 
1 
K-9396 
K-9397 
2 
8804H0006 717 
88 04H00 07177 
88 04H00 0 8 7 17 
3 
37700 
37694 
37697 
37701 
36054 
36057 
33085 
38087 
38138 
38140 
38141 
38142 
38129 
38 13 1 
38132 
43 
50 
17 
123426112 
1 
40038 
40035 
16243 
8804H0066783 
8804H006 778 
400274 
400275 
400276 
400277 
400278 
10 
SER:AL 
af ENG: 
TOTAL of MACHINES : 	36 
APPENDIX 10 (9/12) 
EMIS 
CONTAINER TERNINAL MACHINES 
1.05.91 	Dates of Procureinent Page 
WS- MACHINE MANtJ- TYPE 0ff CAPA- 
REG-NO DESCRIPTION FACTtJRER ENGINE CITY PRCCURED 
301 FORK LIFT TRtJCK VALMET 42 t 
303 FORX LIFT TRUCI< VALMET 42 t 
304 FORX LIFT TRtJCK VALMET 16 t 
305 FORK LIFT TRtJCK HYSTER 20 t 
310 FOR.K LIFT TRUCK VALMET 16 t 
311 FORK LIFT TRtJCK VALMET 16 t 
315 FORX LIFT TRUCK LANCING 16 t 
316 FORK LIFT TRUCK LANCING 16 t 
317 FORK LIFT TRUCI( LANCING 16 t 
MACHINE TYPE FLT 	TOTAL : 	 9 
14 HIGHWAL' TRACTOR SISU t 21.06.87 
16 HIGHWAY TRACTOR t 3.04.87 
12 HIGHWAY TRACTCR SISU t 31.05.86 
11 HIGHWAY TACTOR SISU t 25.05.36 
8 HIGHWAY TRACTOR SISU t 23.04.36 
181 HIGHWAY TRAILER SISU t 
186 HIGHWAY TP.AILER SISU 
MACHINE TYPE HTS 	TOTAL : 7 
253 RUBBER TYRED G-C VALMET 36 t 
254 RUBBER TYRED G-C VALMET 36 
255 RUBBER TYRED G-C VALMET 36 t 
256 RUBBER TYRED G-C VALMET 36 
257 RUBEER TYRED G-C VALMET 36 t 
MACHINE TYPE RTG 	TOTAL : 3 
212 SKY LIFT SK?LIFT 
MACHINE TYPE SKY 	TOTAL : 1 
207 S-S GANTRY CANE KONE 
TOTAL cf MACHINES 	23 
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WS- MACHINE MANtJ- TYPE of CAPA- 
REG-NO DESCRIPTION FACTURER ENGINE CITY 	PROCLTRED 
208 S-S GANTRY CRANZ KONE t 
MACHINE TYPE SSG 	TOTAL : 	 2 
19 TERMINAL TRACTOR SISU t 	3.05.89 
17 TERMINAL TPACTOR t 	4.04.88 
21 TER.MINAL TRACTOR SISU t 
22 TERI4INAL TR.ACTOR SISU t 
24 TERMINAL TRACTOR SISU t 
25 TERMINAL TRACTOR SISU t 
26 TERMINAL TRACTOR SISU t 
28 TERNINAL TRACTOR SISU t 
30 TERNINAL TRACTOR SISU t 
31 TERNINAL TRACTOR SISU t 
158 TER.MINAL TPAILER SISU t 
165 TERMINAL TRAILER SISU t 
MACHINE TYPE TTS 	TOTAL 12 
TOTAL af MACHINES 	36 
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S- MACHINE MANU- TYPE of 	CAPA- 
EG-NO DESCRIPTION FACTtJRER MODEL ENGINE 	CITY PROCURED 
301 FOR.K LIFT TRUCK VALMET 4212 42 t 
303 FORK LIFT TRUCK VALMET 4212 42 t 
304 FORK LIFT TRtJCK VALMET 1612 16 t 
305 FORK LIFT TRtJCK HYSTER. 20 20 t 
310 FORK LIFT TRUCK VALMET 1612 16 t 
311 FORK LIFT TRUCK VALMET 1612 16 t 
315 FORK LIFT TRUCK LANCING 16 16 t 
316 FORK LIFT TRUCK LANCING 16 16 t 
317 FORX LIFT TRUCK LANCING 16 16 t 
8 HIGHWAY TRACTOR SISU SL 210 t 23.04.86 
11 HIGHWAY TRACTOR SISU SL 210 t 25.05.86 
12 HIGHWAY TRACTOR SISU SL 210 t 31.05.86 
14 HIGHWAY TRACTOR SISU SL 210 t 21.06.87 
16 HIGHWAY TRACTOR SL 210 t 3.04.87 
181 HIGHWAY TPAILER SISU t 
186 HIGHWAY TRAILER SISU t 
253 R1JBBER TYRED G-C VALMET 35.6 36 t 
254 RUBEER TYRED G-C VALMET 35.6 36 t 
255 RUBBER TYRED G-C VALMET 35.6 36 t 
256 RUBBER TYRED G-C VALMET 35.6 36 t 
257 RtIBBER TYRED G-C VALMET 35.6 36 t 
212 SKY LIFT SKYLI'T 123426112 t 
207 S-S GANTRY CANE KONE t 
208 S-S GANTRY CRANE KONE t 
17 TERNINAL TACTOR SL 160 t 4.04.88 
19 TERMINAL TRACTCR SISU SL 160 t 3.05.89 
21 TERMINAL TRACTOR SISU SL 160 t 
22 TERMINAL TPACTOR SISU SL 160 t 
24 TERMINAL TRACTOR SISU SL 160 t 
25 TERNINAL TRACTOR SISU SL 160 t 
26 TERMINAL TRACTOR SISU SL 160 t 
28 TERMINAL TRACTOR SISU SL 160 t 
30 TERMINAL TRACTOR SISU SL 160 t 
31 TERMINAL TRACTOR SISU SL 160 t 
158 TERMINAL 	AILER SISU t 
165 TERMINAL TAILER SISU t 
TOTAL af MACHINES : 	36 
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